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TOMASZ MARSZEWSKI
AN ETHNOHISTORICAL APPROACH TO THE CONTROVERSIES
CONCERING THE PROVENANCE AND DIFFUSION
OF THE ANCIENT IRANIAN AND INDIAN NAMES OF HEMP *
( Part I )
INTRODUCTION

Many authors have listed and discussed in a more or less wide range the
terms by which diverse peop les belonging to the Iranian and Indian groups
of the Indo-Iranian (=Aryan) stock denoted hemp (Cannabis L; family
Cannaba ceae) and/or other plants used for similar purposes. They were of
ten juxtaposed with the corresponding names applied by other Indo-Euro
pean peoples, but also with those attested for the representants of some other
linguistic families, mainly from the Finno-Ugrian, Turkic, Kartvelian and
Semitic stocks. Besides , some of the Indian terms have been sporadically
confronted with their counterparts in the Dravidian, Mon-Khmer and Tai
languages, while some of the Iranian ones with those in the Miao and Chi
nese languages.
The bulk of these data are to be found in the following categories of pub
lications : etymological dictionaries of particular languages or comparative
dictionaries of cognate languages ; diverse kinds of encyclopaedic elaborations
with entries concering hemp and some other plants having similar functions;
papers wholly or partly concerning hemp , including its nomenclature; publi
cations devoted to other subjects ( linguistic, religiological , etc. ), but briefly
or quite marginally referring to hemp names.

• Thi s work is dedicated to the fond memory of Doc. dr hab . Wl adysJaw Dulqb a, s till
greatly missed by his Colleagues.
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The authors of these publications have often advanced their views con
cerning the most plausible provenance of particular terms , or even suggested
alleged prototenns for the whole series of appellations. But, in the dictionar
ies they where compelled to do it in a very laconical way, while in other
publications, in which they could discuss the relevant problems more thor
oughly, there are sometimes great lacunas in comparative data . Furthermore,
quite divergent opinions , though based on the same or nearly the same set of
lexical items, have been often expressed. That should stimulate, therefore ,
more penetrating inquiries, considering the larger ethnohi storical and palaeo
linguistic background as well as looking for further lexical data.
The author of the present pa per will only signal certain problems and di
rections of necessary research and will propose some working hypotheses,
not excluding, however, alternative solutions . He undertakes the task realiz
ing that consideration of a wide ethnohistorical context will heip, maybe, to
disentangle some problems of palaeo linguistic contacts, but also that the re
sults of such inquiries will permit, per haps, to progress our knowledge of
some aspects of the ancient interethnic relations. However, he is well aware
that his studies should be still enlarged and deepened, and the way in which
he has used and interpreted linguistic data should be verified and corrected
by linguists.
As regards the Iran ian and Indian appellatives forming the base and start
ing-point of the discussion in the present paper, independently on the ques
tion of their possible mutual relation s or lack of them, they may be divided
into four sets, each of them grouping the term s evidently cognate I.
As seen from the meanings that have been attributed to particular terms
(see infra: Set I-IV) , some discrepancies have arisen as regards their botani
cal identification for the given region and period, and besides hemp, some
other plants have been also indicated. Thus, for the Iranian appellatives the
flax (Linum L., family Linaceae) and the henbane (Hyoscyamus L., family
Solana ceae), while for the Indian ones the sunn hemp (Crotalaria L., family
Papilionaceae), have been I ikewise considered. In some cases it has been
also admitted that the same term was applied so metimes both to hemp and
flax or to hemp and henbane in the Iranian linguistic area , and possibly also
to hemp and sunn hemp in the analogical Indian area.
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One may indicate here as well a similar problem - reported further in some
details - concerning a few West Semitic terms denoting plants identified with
di verse species 68 , mainly with ginger-grass (Andropogol1 aromaticus Roxb.,
family Gramineae), sugar-cane (Saccharum officinarum L., family Gramineae)
and sweet-flag (Acorus calamus L., family Araceae), but also with still other
ones , hemp 69 among them.
REVIEW OF HYPOTHESES (l)
If we consider the Iranian and Indian plant-names listed above as well as
their counterparts in other languages as one corpus of data, it will appear
that mainly two long series (with possible subseries) of these appellatives
have been so far juxtaposed and interpreted 70 Several scholars expressed
also their opinions as concerns their most plausible provenance, etymology
and directions of their diffusion. Some of these scholars have even tenta
tively suggested a slight possibility of finding links between both these series.
The review of hypotheses, referred to below in details for the needs of
further discussion, is not yet comprehensive 71.' Besides, some of them have
been thoroughly motivated, others only outlined by their authors. But, it
seems, that this review will be sufficient to allow the present author to put
several questions, directed first of all to linguists, as well as to formulate his
own view concerning the alleged or possible ethnohistorical implications of
the linguistic phenomena here presented.

'"
The longest of the above mentioned series of appellatives - to which sev
eral Iranian (set I) and usually also some Indian (set Ill) names are included
- provoked also the greatest interest, but at the same time the greatest contro
versies, which concerned mainly the ultimate provenance of the prototerm.
The following hypotheses will visualize the complexity of that problem.
I. A. de Can dol I e in his two botanical compendia, in the passages
devoted to hemp, did not only pay attention to the problem of its cradle and
distribution of its wild forms, but also to the antiquity of its cultivation and
its designations in some languages.
In the first of these works (1855) he stated 72 that neither the Hebrew nor
the ancient Egyptians cultivated hemp, as proved by the lack of references to
it in the "sacred books" and the lack of its traces in the bandages of the
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mummies . As to the testimony of the Mishna ,73 he remarked that hemp is
mentioned there, but only for its textile properties and as a thing little known.
Further, he listed (after J. Humbert) its Arabic appelations, thus, the kan 
nab and its local variants, i.e . kon-nab 74 , han-nab 75 , ken-nab and kanedir. ·
Besides, mentioning also their counterparts in Sanskrit, i.e. bhanga and
ganjika , as well as in a few European languages , e .g . Greek/Latin cannabis,
Breton kanab and French chanvre, he drew attention to the fact that in all
these hemp appellations (he even generalized writing: ;,dans toutes les langues
asiatico - europeennes") the root ang, hang or an is to be found. Finally,
attributing to them a Sanskrit origin, he concluded that this fact agrees with
the accounts of botanists, which permi ts one to locate the cradle ("Ie pays
primitif') of hemp.
In his next book (1883) de Candolle repeated all the above mentioned
data and their interpretations, adding only a few others . Thus, (following E .
Bretschneider) he indicated for instance that hemp is mentioned in the an
cient Chinese works 76 , particulary in the Shu Ching (Shu-King)77.
His main contribution to the problem of hemp ' s dispersal was his suppo
sition78 that the Scythians during their migrations carried that plant from
Central Asia and Russia to the West, though he dated this event as far back
as ca 1500 B.c.. He remarked also that its introduction into Thracia and
western Europe would be possible as well during earlier invasions of the
Aryans , but in that case, he added, Italy should have been acquainted with it
sooner.
2. V. He h n in his compendium on cultivated plants and domestic ani
mals, from its early editions (e .g . that of 1874)79 and in later ones (since that
of 1894),80 admitted that hemp originated in the area adjacent to the Caspian
and Aral Seas as well as in the territories of Sogdiana and Bactria, and that it
was cultivated by the Scythians , Medes and Persians ("medopersischen
Stammen") . Besides, though according to him the use of hemp for textiles
was introduced to Greece through Scythia and Thracia, its Greek name
Kixvvaf3is was of the Median provenance . Afterwards, he indicated that under
the corresponding name, i.e . cannabis/cannabus, at a comparatively late time
hemp reached Italy and Sicily. Further, committing an inexactitude, he stated
that this name spread unchanged into all European languages. But he gave
only examples from the Germanic languages in which, due to a phonetic
shift, it appeared for instance in the formshanaJin Old High German, hanep
in Anglo-Saxon and hanpr in Old Nordic. Finally, he attributed 8 1 the same
provenance to the Indian term for that plant, and in the appended note he
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mentioned its Vedic appellative bhanga, not giving, however, any argument
supporting such a supposition.
3. A . A h 1 q vis t in his work about the "culture-words" in the West
Finnic languages (1875) reviewed 82 hemp names current among their par
ticular groups showing their great diversity. First, after mentioning two names
of Swedish origin applied in Finland, i.e. on the West hamppu and on the
East liina, he drew attention to the fact that in the Lappish language two
orginal appellations of that plant, i.e. arpol arppo and ruoives, have been
attested. Then, he stated that hemp names applied by two other groups of
peoples of Finnic stock, i.e. the Mordvin kantflkant and possibly also the
Cheremis (i.e. Mari) kyne as well as Estonian kanep, Livonian kanlp and
Vote 83 kaniva, have an Indo-European provenance, these latter directly from
the Latvian kannepes (recte: kaJiepes). Simultaneously he emphasized an
affinity of that name with Latin cannabis, Slavic konoplja, Swedish hampa
and Old German appellatives - Old Nordic hanpr among others.
Afterwards , he pointed out that two other peoples (belonging also to the
Finno-Ugrian subfamily), living in a more northern zone, had shifted their
own terms denoting nettle, being their wild grown fibrous plant, onto hemp,
with which they became acquainted later by the Russians. This concerns
namely the Votyak and Zyryan pus and pjs respectively, but also the Vogul
panla, ponal 84 and Ostyak 85 poljn, pot/en. Besides, he gave an example of
yet another association of two fibrous plants, remarking that in the northern
Ostyak dialect wan pOljn, the term denoting flax, literally means 'short net
tle'. Finally, he adduced some Finnish designations of flax, i.e. peUaval
pella vas, which according to him seem to be also of the same provenance as
the above mentioned U grian names for hemp, and additionaly also the
Vepsian 86 term pelvas, denoting that plant.
4. F. K 1 u g e in his etymological dictionary of the German language
(1882) in the entry87 concerning hemp ("Hanf') first mentioned diverse vari
ants of that plant's name in a few German languages , Gothic *hanaps among
them. Then, he stated that a common view according to which that name was
borrowed from South European languages (in connection with this he ad
duced the Greek and Latin terms for hemp) is not to be supported. Besides,
juxtaposing the Greek KC;. vvajJis with the Gothic *hanaps, he remarked that
the shifting of the consonant, to be seen in that last word, proves that already
ca 100 B.c. 88 it was assimilated by the Germans . Further, after quoting and,
it seems, accepting V. Hehn's view on the location of the hemp 's cradle, he
suggested a possibility that the Germans, while migrating from Asia into
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Europe, could have become acquamted with that plant and its cultivation in
the environs of the Aral Sea, and could have borrowed its name from the
same people from whom the Greeks obtained their term.
Finally, after indicating the Old Bulgarian konoplje and Persian kanab, he
assumed that the word in question - he meant here obviously the prototerm
from which all the above mentioned appellatives might have been derived 
does not seem to be purely Indo-European ("Es scheint nicht echt idg. zu
sein").
5. O. S c h r a de r in five publications gradually developed and in some
phase of his inquiries modified his view on the origin of the European hemp
names he considered.
Thus, in his early linguistico - historical work concerning the antiquity of
the Indo-Europeans (1883), after mentioning Greek KavvafJis, Latin canna
bis, Old High German hana! and Old Slavic kanoplja, he stated 89 that the
ultimate source ("Der Ausganspunkt") of these words, being in his convic
tion of an oriental origin, was Sanskrit r;m:za, also meaning 'hemp'. In the
next, much enlarged and corrected edition (1890) of the same work he con
sidered 90 a wider set of European hemp names - adding among others Old
Nordic hampr and Anglo-Saxon hamep - and changed his view as regards
their alleged derivation. He inclined now to admit that the term for hemp
spread among the Slavic and German peoples at a very early time and origi
nated from the same source as the Greek KavvafJis. He concluded also that
this unclear word ("dunkle Wort") came down from the land of the Scythians.
Furthermore, he denied the possibility that European hemp appellatives had
been related in remote times ("urverwandt sein") with the Sanskrit term r;m:za.
He advanced also the supposition that to that latter name must correspond,
instead, the Old Slavic term *sonopu, for which reconstruction he did not
put forward, however, any argument.
Somewhat later on, in a contribution appended to V. Hehn's sixth edition
(1894) of his compendium on cultivated plants and domestic animals,
Schrader considerably enlarged the set of juxtaposed data 91 . Thus, besides
those, he referred to previously, from amongst the Indo-European hemp ap
pellations he considered also Lithuanian kaniipis, Prussian konapios, Alba
nian kanE:p, kcrp, as well as Armenian kanarp '/kanerp', New Persian kanab,
Kurdic kin if, suggesting for these latter their direct deri vation from the Greek
KavvafJzc;. As regards Indian (i.e. Sanskrit) r;al}a he remarked only briefly
that it is congruent with the above listed names, and compared it with the
Ossetic word san. In hls supplement to the relevant Hehn's note he pointed
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out 92 , instead, the Thracian word (J(lvana!, said to denote drinks , and em
phasized that with its first component corresponds just the Indian c;m;lG in its
meaning 'beverage made from the hemp-seeds' and Ossetic sanna , san ' wine'.
Besides, having in view the Scythian term mivanTlv, he remarked that the
Thracian term may be one of many Iranian loan-words to be found in that
language. One should add that Schrader did not yet indicate here the sources
in which both these terms, rendered in Greek transcription , have been ad
duced .
In the afore mentioned appendix Schrader considered 93 also a few Finnic
(sensu largo) hemp appellations , i.e. the Cheremis kene, kine and Mordvin
kantf, kant as well as the Livonian kanfp and Estonian kanep, accepting W.
Thomsen's94 derivation of these two latter appellatives from the above re
ported names in the Baltic languages. He adduced likewise some terms in
the Turkic languages, i.e . kin-diir, ken-dir, kan-dyr (the latter said to be the
Chuvash variant of that appellative), and indicated their Bulgarian deriva
tive kenevir. As proto terms underlying that series of names, and according
to him evidently recognizable in some of them, he suggested the forms *kanna
and *ken. He concluded 95 that hemp names in diverse Indo-European as well
as "Ural-Altaic" and "Turko-Tatar,,96 languages derive from the same source
and possibly some of them independently of the others.
As far as the Greek termxavva,Bzs is concerned , he found it composite and
drew attention to its second morpheme, i.e. - ,Bzs ( he gave also its variant 
nzs) as being very close to Zyryan and Votyak names pis, pus, to which (fol
lowing A. Ahlgvist 97 ) he attributed the basic meaning 'nettle' , but second
ary also' hemp' . In connection wi th this he pointed out the gloss explaining
an Anglo-Saxon designation of hemp, i.e . cannabum hcenep vel pis, to be
found in the vocabulary of T. Wright and R. Wiilcker 98
A few years later, in the first edition (190 I) of his lexicon Schrader re
peated the bulk of data considered in the above mentioned contribution. But
simultaneously, supporting his view about the common origin of the North
European , Greco-Latin and some Finno-Ugrian hemp names, he emphasized99
that they all probably derived from an East European source. Further, in
cluding to that series also the Armenian and New Persian terms for hemp, he
stated lOO , however, that the language from which they directly derived is yet
unknown. As concerns his hypothesis about the provenance of the termxGvva
- ,Bis, he defined now as Greco - Thracian 101 , he suggested its earlier form
*xavva - nzs. Then, still considering a possibility of its correspondence to
Zyryan and Votyak appellations of hemp , he found that it would mean, there
fore, ' hemp-nettle'. Finally, returning to Sanskrit c;w}a , he remarked that it
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seems to be connected with the group of names to which belong among oth
ers the Cheremis kene. He wrote I 02 namely: " ... es scheint, dass auch der
in dis c h e Name des Hanfes, scrt. r;aY}a - an die oben besprochene Gruppe
von ceremissisch kene etc. anzukni.ipfen ist, indem der Anlaut des fremdes
Wortes hier als palatales k gehort wurde" . Besides, in connection with the
Ossetic word san ' wine' , he compared the Scythian intoxication with hemp
to that being just the effect of drinking wine.
Still later on, in the first vol ume of the second edition (1917 - 1923) of his
lexicon , Schrader repeated almost all data and their interpretation from the
former edition. As to the word xavvafJis, he defined it here l03 either as a
Scythian or Thracian term for hemp. Nevertheless, he concluded 104 that the
Scythians had transmitted, it seems, hemp cultivation to the Thracians, from
whom it spread still farther within Europe. Besides, in the same and the sec
ond volume (1929) of that work he indicated 105 closer counterparts to San
skrit r;anii, seeing them in the terms CTCtV CtJrTlv, mentioned allegedly by
Hesychi~s 106 and CTCtVCtJral, to be found in one of the Scholide ( II, 948 ) I 07
to the Argonautikon of Apollonios Rhodios . Thus, in his conviction both
these words also denoted hemp, the first of them being its Scythian designa
tion, the second one a corresponding to it Thracian term.
6. Th. P. K e p pen in his paper (1886) discussing very throughly the
origin of the Indo-European hemp appellations stated first 108 that, contrari
wise to China and India, in ancient Egypt no hemp was known. For Pales
tine, instead, he indicated the testimony of the Mishna lO9 , where some refer
ences to hemp fibres are to be found, but simultaneously emphasized that
acquaintance with that plant was there comparatively late. Then, he juxta
posed 110 a long list of hemp names in diverse languages, containing several
appellatives or their variants ( if correctly transcribed) not considered by
other authors. Thus, for instance, side by side with the usually adduced Greek
term xavvafJis he gave also its variants xavafJis and xavvafJos; among the
Romanic names the Rumanian kynipy, kynypa; among the Celtic ones the
Armorican kanab and Breton canab. kanas; among the Germanic ones the
Dutch kennep. hennep. hennip and two Old Scandinavian forms hanpr, hampr;
among the Slavic ones the Russian konopel " konoplja, konop " White Rus
sian kolopnja (with a metathesis ofn and I), Bosniankonopglje, High Lusatian
konopje (recte: konopej), konopa. konopy; and among the Baltic ones (he
cited Lithuanian) the Samogitian kanape. Next, he mentioned Armenian terms,
ganep, kanep and Sanskrit r;ana; then, among the Iranian terms the Ossetic
gan', gana and Persian kanab, kenew, kanu; and among the Semitic ones (he
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cited Aramaic) the Arabic kinnab, kunnab, Syrian kanba, Chaldean kanbun,
and Hebrew kannabus. As regards the Turkic names he indicated the Turk
ish kenewel~ kenewir, Chuvash kander ' and labeled by him as "Turko-Tatar"
kendirosh and kinder'lkender'. He also noticed that the latter one had been
shifted in Turkestan onto another fibrous plant, i.e. Cynanehum aeutum L. III .
Among some Finnic names , instead, after Livonian kanlp he mentioned even
three Estonian terms, i.e. kanep, kannep, kannepid, in connection with the
first of them emphasizing its Latvian provenance. Finally, as concern the
Caucasian (strictly Kartvelian) languages he drew attention to the Georgian
kanaphi and Imeretian kanapi, also considering them as loan-words.
Afterwards Keppen began to comment upon some other scholars' views
and advanced his own supposition concerning the prototerm of that series of
names.
As regards for instance the early opinion of O. Schrader, who saw an ini
tial form of that series in Sanskrit r;ana, he stated 112 that one cannot deny its
affinity to the above listed words. But, having noticed that this term shows a
characteristic for Sanskrit replacement of k by the spirant r;, he seemed to
deny the priority of that term. He also disagreed with A. Fick 113 according
to whom an Indo-European form kana, deriving in that scholar's view from
the root kan (or ka) 'to prick' and meaning therefore 'a pricky plant' , was
the prototerm of the discussed series of hemp appellations.
Further, Keppen set forth I 14, with several arguments, his own hypothesis
admitting that the sought prototerm is to be found in the Mordvin language,
which retained, in general, many words that disappeared in other tongues
belonging to the Fi nnic stock. It concerned namely the hemp appellation,
just representing for him an original, not borrowed, word, current in the
Mordvin language in a few variants, i.e. in the Erza dialect askan't; while in
the Moksha dialect as kant! (spelled sometimes kanf). He emphasized also
a striking resemblance of that latter form to the corresponding German name
Han}: As to the Russian term konoplja, it could derive in his view from the
forms kanf' or kanfa , which he considered as earlier ones . In this connec
tion he remarked that 1200 years ago the Mordvin term for hemp could had
been slightly different, maybe kanatf' or kanaf', thus being closer to di
verse Indo-European names for that plant. He concluded that Slavic, Baltic
and Germanic tribes, dwelling previously, in his conviction, in the vicinity
of the Mordvins, could have got from them not only hemp but also its appel
lation .
As concerns the Greek term xavvafJis , mentioned by Herodotos, Keppen
suggested a possibility, that during that author's sojourn in the south of
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(present) Russia, he could have been acquainted with it by the Mordvins or
other akin tribe , and that later on he transmitted it in a form modified follow
ing to the Greek fashion. Keppen indicated too that Greeks under the general
term " Scythians" could likewise embrace not only an Iranian people but also
other peoples, and supposed that there could have been among them many
Finnic tribes, that once occupied some territories lying farther to the south
and west. He considered also a possibility that the Mordvinkantf' and above
mentioned Indo-European terms had a common origin in the distant past
when Finnic and Indo-European peoples, according to his view, still formed
a unity. Even the fact that the name kant/' appears only in the Mordvin lan
guage, while in other Finnic languages other hemp appelations are attested,
did not contradict for him such a remote relation. Nevertheless, he found the
former solution of the discussed problem more plausible. A strong support
of it he saw again in the Mordvin words kant', kantf', evidently deriving, he
emphasized, from the purely Finnic root kinne 'fibre, gut'. In connection
with this he drew also attention to the fact that the Hungarian language has
still retained the words kana/ 'fibre' and kana/os 'fibrous ' . Furthermore,
the originality of some other cultigens' appelations in the Mordvin language,
the alleged ancientness of plants' cultivation by the Mordvins, and the area
of distribution of wild hemps, have been also considered by him as favour
ing his hypothesis.
Finally, having in view V. Hehn ' s supposition and simultaneously admit
ting the lack of proofs for the occurrence of wild hemps in the Aral-Caspian
lowland and in the Afghanistan, the location of that plant's cradle in the first
region Keppen considered 115 as erroneous , whi Ie in the second one rather
impossible. He supplemented 116, instead, the observations of A. de CandoJ\e,
referring to the relations of other scientists, particularly concerning Euro
pean part of Russia, for which that French scholar did not indicate places of
undoubtful occurrence of wild hemps. Being well aware that truly wild forms
are not so easy to discern from the turned-wild, Keppen adduced, however,
several botanical reports attesting the first of them , as grown in the Kharkov
and Orenburg gUberniyas.
7. V. Tho m sen in his study on the contacts between the Finnic and
Baltic linguistic stocks (1890), while discussing 117 the problem of the ori
gin of hemp names current in the first of these languages , i.e. Livonian kanfp,
Estonian kanep , Vote kaniva, koneva, and some others, he stated that con
nections of these appellatives with the corresponding Latvian term cannot be
rejected . Then, he pondered on two possible ways of the diffusion of hemp
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appellations between the particular languages he considered. First, he found
possible the transmittance of that plant's appellative from the Latvian to the
Livonian and Estonian , and afterwards to the Vote, but he did not exclude
also that the tongues of that Finnic group borrowed it directly from the Rus
sian, and then transmitted it to the Latvian. Instead, the sensu stricto Finnish
name of hemp , i.e . hamppu, he found to be a loan-word from the Swedish.
Finall y, indicating the Mordvin names of that plant, i.e. Moksha kalitfand
Erza kalit, he concJuded that, maybe, like their Cheremis counterparts kene,
kine, they all derived, either directly or in another way, from the same Scythian
source from which derived likewise the Greek xavvafJis as well as Slavic,
Lithuanian (he meant here most probably Baltic in general) and Germanic
hemp appellations. He closed his comments pointing out for comparison hemp
names in a few Turkic languages, and the Magyar term kender borrowed
from them.
8. W. Tom a s c he k in his study on ancient Thracians (1894), before
formulating his own view referred to Kluge's hypothesis 118 . Further, point
ing out 119 the role of hemp in the Thracian weaving, he stated that the cloth
and the word denoting it could have been taken by the Germanic as well as
the Balto-Slavic ("Litu-Slaven") peoples l20 from the Thracians. He found ,
however, that there is no need to admit that this term (he meant here obvi
ously the Greek form of that name, i.e. xavvafJis) either in Thracia or in
Greece (" Hellas") had arisen. He supposed, instead , that it belonged to the
commercial language of the Karians and Phoenicians, who brought the cloth
in question together with its designation from the North and subsequently
spread everywhere. Then, accepting the view that this term is composite, he
also juxtaposed its first morpheme xavva with Hebrew kanah and Assyrian
kanu, both meaning 'reed, plaitwork ' . He indicated likewise, though without
any documentation, the Sumerian word gin, to which he attributed the mean
ing 'hemp' . But he emphasized in this connection that he is not able to settle
it. Finally, he remarked that Osseticgana, gdnii ' hemp ' seem to derive from
the New Persian kana!
9. H. H i r t in his contribution to the grammar and etymology of the
German language (1898), while discussing the Old Germanic loan-words in
Balto-Slavic languages, as alleged derivatives of the Gothic *hanaps 'hemp ' ,
mentioned 121 the Old Prussian knapios, Lithuanian kaniipes and Latvian
kaliepe as well as the Old Bulgarian konoplja . Nevertheless, considering the
fact that the Slavs lived farther to the east than the Germans , he concluded
122 that they must have earlier obtained that plant. He found , therefore, plau
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sible that the Slavic konoplja derived from a yet another language, but stated
simultaneously that such a provenance has not been proved so far. Besides,
he juxtaposed a few Old Germanic appellations, Old Icelandic hanpr among
them , with the Greek xavvaf3is. In connection with this he also quoted and
commented on R . Much's opinion 123 , who from the Herodotos' account (IV,
74)124 inferred that the Greeks had become acquainted with hemp in the 5th
century B.C., and that the Germans might have done so somewhat sooner.
Hirt, instead, referring to the same account drew attention 125 to the purposes
to which, according to that report, hemp was used by the Scythians and
Thracians, and emphasized that not a single word of Herodotos indicates
that its cultivation had been introduced then. He also assumed that both these
peoples had been well acquainted with hemp's fibres and the intoxicating
power of its seeds, and that for a long time they already might have culti
vated the plant. Then, in his work devoted to the problem of the homeland,
dispersal and culture of the Indo-European peoples (1907) Hirt supported
that view and stated 126 that the aforementioned account has been repeatedly
misunderstood. Thus , the inference that the Greeks just in the Herodotos'
time became acquainted with hemp, was found by him to be as groundless as
it would be the assumption, based on the same author's other account (II,
92) 127, that the Greeks had not known of the Egyptian lotus.
10. A. B r u c k n e r in his book on ci vilization and language (190 I),
referring briefly to the question of the foreign provenance of some Polish
words, suggested 128 that the name konopie had been borrowed, maybe, from
the Daco-Thracian peoples. Much later on, in the etymological dictionary of
the Polish language (1926) he changed and developed his view 129 as re
gards the ultimate provenance of that term. Thus, in his conviction the al
leged prototerm had the form kanabis and was the genuine Proto-Finnic des
ignation of hemp. In connection with this he recalled also the hypothesis
suggesting that it might had been composed from two morphemes, each of
them deriving from other Finnic peoples' appellations of hemp, albeit he
stated that such a composition is striking by its oddity. In any case according
to Bruckner that appellative in the form kannabis was borrowed first by the
Scythians from whom it spread apparently allover Europe. He inclined also,
it seems, to admit 130 - though he treated it as a problem to solve - that Slavic
peoples were the first who introduced it and transmitted it further, which
gave subsequently the Lithuanian kanapes / kanape and Prussian knapios as
well as, through an early form *kanap, the German hana!
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11. 1. H 0 0 P s in his work devoted to the forest-trees and cultivated
plants of the German past (J 905), while writing 131 about hemp, followed
for the most part O. Schrader's view 132, but added also some new elements
to the discussion and made precise some interpretations. Thus, after stating
the lack of acquaintance with that plant in the ancient Semitic-Egyptian cul
tural area, he admitted like G. Buschan 133 that the cradle of its cultivation is
to be likely looked for in the Northwest or Central Asia, maybe even in south
ern part of Russia. Besides, he remarked 134 that in the 4 th or 5 th century
B.C. probably the Germans received hemp together with its name from the
same Southeast European people from whom the Greeks obtained it directly
or indirectly. He found it 135 possible as well that comparatively lately it
reached the northern branch of the Germans, and that the Anglo-Saxons might
have been acquainted with it already before their exodus, i.e. the final great
migration. One should also notice that he considered already an enlarged list
of the European names of that plant, adding among others Old Swedish ham
per and Danish hamp. As regards the etymology of the Greco-Latin name
cannabis Hoops positively evaluated O. Schrader's hypothesis according to
which it was composed of two morphemes, cotresponding to the Cheremis
and Votyak / Zyryan hemp appelations respectively, the latter denoting
orginally the nettle . In his later published lexikon (1913-1915) he supported
136 that hypothesis still more, pointing out that the alleged original meaning
of the name cannabis transmitted to the Greeks, being 'hemp-nettle' fitted
well, he emphasized, with the attribution of hemp to the family Urticeae.
But, judging from the whole context ofhis'statemements, in the first compo
nent of that alleged combination of two appellatives he saw a genuine "Turko
Tatar" name of that plant, which subsequently has given the Cheremis keY/e,
kille, and has been joined with the Zyryan / Votyak pis, pus. He found plau
sible, therefore, that the Indo-Iranians during their migration up to Asiajust
from the "Turko-Tatar" peoples ("von turkotatarischen Volker") received
hemp and borrowed from them its name.
One should add that Hoops agreed also with the view admitting the corre
spondence of the Cheremis hemp names kene, kine with one of its appella
tions in Sanskrit, he gave in the formsalJas. Then, comparing that apellation
with the Balto-Slavic hemp names, having an initial k instead of s, he in
ferred that these latter had not been inherited from the time of the Indo
Germanic (i.e. Indo-European) community, but acquired latter on as loan
words. Besides, he juxtaposed the Latin forms canapis and canape, that have
been also attested, with some other European hemp names, thus Rumanian
canapa, Albanian kancp, Old Church Slavonic konoplja and Old Pruss ian
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knapios among others. In conclusion, having most probably in mind the
prototerm of that series, he wrote that all these appellatives indicate the form
withp.
12. Z. G 0 m b 0 c z in his study on the Bulgarian and Turkish loan-words
in the Hungarian language (1912), in the entry devoted to hemp's nomencla
ture, first mentioned 137 its names attested for the Old Turkic from the 13 th
and 14 th centuries, i.e. kender and kendur. Further, he listed several other
appellatives, thus the Old Chuvash *kandir - occurring also in Osmanli, Altaic,
Teleut, Uighur, Taranchi, etc. - then, a term to be found in the Codex
Cumanicus, i.e. chendir as well as Bashkir kinder, Kirghiz kendir, Koibal
kender; Nogay kyndyrys and others. Besides, having in view the simple Ossetic
term gan, he stated that the above mentioned appellatives must be treated
either as derivatives or as composite designations. He also remarked that
they are in some relation to the Mordvin kanx (Erza), kant 'f' (Moksha) and
Cheremis kine (W.), kene (Bergtscher.). Finally, indicating a few European
and Southwest Asiatic names of hemp (even the Kurdish kinifamong them),
he quoted O . Schrader's supposition about the ultimately Finnic (sensu largo)
origin of all of them. He drew attention 138, however, to the fact that Votyak
pis, PflS and Permian pes do not denote nettle, for which are used respec
tively the names pusner and peceJr (while in Zyryan petsor, petser) but also
hemp. Thus, he concluded that in the case Schrader's derivation ofxavvafJis
from a Finnic source can be retained , that appellative should not be trans
lated 'hemp-nettle' but 'hemp-hemp' . In connection with this, in a much later
publication (1928), Gombocz advanced the supposition 139 that, maybe, ei
ther O. Schrader or V. Hehn were misled by A. Ahlqvist 140 who admitted
that Votyak and Zyryan pus, piS meant simultaneously 'hemp' and 'nettle'.
Gombocz stated 141 here also that there are no proofs that Cheremis kine,
kane as well as Mordvin kanx (Erza) and kant J(Moksha) belong to the origi
nal basic vocabulary of the Ugro-Finnic (= Finno-Ugrian) languages. He fol
lowed , therefore, W. Thomsen's view 142, according to whom these appella
tives may directly derive from the Scythian language. Furthermore, he pointed
out that there is no common appellative for hemp in these languages, as
Lappish hampa and Finnish (sensu stricto) hamppu are borrowed from
Scandinavian source, Hungarian kender from Turkic, while the still distinct
Ostyak polen, pudan and Vogul poniil do not seems to be loan-words .
13. S. A g r e II in his contribution to the history of the Slavic phonologi
cal system (1918), after juxtaposing the hemp appellations in some languages
of that stock and pointing out 143 that one attempted usually to see in them a
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loan-word, he found yet the problem of its provenance to be so far unsolved.
Thus, he excluded its derivation from the hemp name in either the Greek or
in the Germanic languages, indicating that to the first of them such an
appellative was comparatively tardily introduced, while in the latter it was
not a genuine word. Then, he emphasizes that the often mentioned Old In
dian r;anti~ 'a kind of hemp' and Osseticsan 'wine' are still less suspected in
that respect. Instead, the fact that the hemp appellative in question occurs in
all Slavic tongues, he considered as proof of its very early appearance in
these languages. Though Agrell repeatedly referred to 1. Hoop's statements
and suppositions, he advanced also his own hypothesis. So, he admitted that
Old Indian r;anti, Ossetic san and Slavic kono- (being the first component of
the hemp na~es) can be derived from a common protoform *kano. Never
theless, he saw two possibilities of the origin of this initial morpheme, i.e.
either as a very ancient loan-word or as a word belonging to the Indo-Ger
manic (i.e. Indo-European) "Ursprache" in which it did not , however, desig
nate hemp but a plant similar to it 144. He meant here namely flax since a
deep past known to the Indo-Europeans and also used by them for its fibres.
As concerns the second element of the Slavic hemp names, though he indi
cated its possible derivation from an alleged Proto-Slavic ("urslavisch")-pis
(?)145, following O. Schrader, he also admitted that it might well have some
connection with the Zyryan and Votyak pis, pus' hemp, nettle'. As regards
the Greek name Kavva{Jis, he found it l46 enigmatic and not necessarily bor
rowed directly from the Slavs, but introduced through the intermediation of
another people.
14. B. La u fer in his study on the Chinese contribution to the civiliza
tion of ancient Iran (1919) advanced the supposition 147 that designation of
hemp in the European languages (he meant here the common prototerm) "is
presumably a loan-word pointing to Finno-Ugrian and Turkish", and that the
common Old Turkish name "of the type kandir ", denoting that plant, has
some relation to its Finno-Ugrian appellations.
Laufer considered also as most probable that the Scythians introduced
hemp from Asia into Europe.
15.1. R 0 z wad 0 w ski in a brief contribution (1925) drew attention
to the fact that for the languages forming an old linguistic stratum in the
Pontic area - to which he included the Thracian, the Phrygian , the Armenian
and even the Tokharian - characteristic was devoicing of the earlier sono
rous consonants. Then, giving a few examples of that shifting, he indicated
149 Kl1vva{Jis 'hemp' as Thraco - Greek appellative, that had been adapted, in
148
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his view, by the Germans in the form *hanapiz '- *kanapis. He closed that
remark emphasizing that all Slavic terms for that plant, e.g. Polish konopie,
contain -p-, thus unlike their counterparts in the Thracian, Greek and Ger
manic languages.
16. J. L 0 ewe nth a I in a contribution (1926) to his comparative
studies concerning some selected Indo-European lexemes, the word K6.vvafJ;s
treated 150 as a Scythian term for hemp. He stated also that like Assyrian
qunuba, qunnabu, it derived from an alleged Ancient East Iranian form
*konaba, 'hemp, hemp-intoxication', according to him connected also with
the Ancient Indian sana-s, denoting a kind of hemp, and with Ossetic san
'wine'. But simultaneously he found also plausible the relation of K6.vvafJis
with the Greek K6.vafJos 'turmoil' and he drew attention to the fact that a
tearful outburst is just characteristic for the hemp-intoxication, attested al
ready by Herodotos (IV, 75) 151. Thus, he found possible an Indo-European
protoform *kon-mbos ' turmoil, hemp-intoxication' and in this connection he
indicated the Indo-European root *Un 'to be loud'.
17. V. Kip a r sky in his paper on the German loan-words in Slavic
languages (1934), in the entry for *konop 'a, first juxtaposed 152 a few hemp
appellations in some of these languages. Then, giving some, mainly phono
logical arguments, he did not find plausible a remote affinity of these appel
lations with the Ancient Indian term sa,!a~ denoting' a kind of hemp'. Fur
ther, judging from the whole context, he evidently inclined to the opinion of
P. Ravila, communicated him personally, who rejected the derivation of the
hemp names in question from the combination of the Cheremis kene and
Zyryanpis. Advancing finally his own view 153 Kiparsky admitted two pos
sibilities of an indirect derivation of the Slavic hemp appellations: one from
the Scythian term that could have been kanab (K6.vvafJis of Herodotos ), an
other from the Armenian kanap (transmitted by a Turkic people).
18. S. Ben e t in her three papers dealing with the folk beliefs and
custom connected with hemp, devoted some room to the controversial prob
lem of the antiquity of that plant's cultivation and its ancient names in the
particular regions of the Near East.
Initiating the linguistic line of these inquiries in a preliminary report
(1935) 154, besides the Semitic designations of that plant (e.g. Assyro
Babylonian kannab 155) she considered also the North European ones (e.g.
Old Slavickol1opla) as well as its Sanskrit and Greek appellations (i.e. c;:ana
and K6.vvafJis respectively). She stated 156 likewise that in all these languages
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the words denoting hemp has a common root kan, having also the second
meaning, i.e. 'reed'. Focussing further her attention on the Greek term, she
rejected the view of O. Schrader and his followers, who attributed to that
word a provenance from the combination of two hemp names, each of them
applied by different Finnic peoples. She disagreed too with T. Benfey 157,
who to the ending of the Greek term, i.e.-fJis, had to assign the analogical
function to that played by the Sanskrit suffix -bha, i.e. designation 'similar
to' . She accepted, instead, his translation of the Greek word lCavva (= Latin
canna) as 'reed', but she added also as its second meaning 'hemp'. She con
cluded that the term cannabis (she meant of course the Greek form lCavvafJis)
was neither of Finnic nor Sanskrit origin . Then, as regards the provenance of
that appellative she advanced, with many arguments her own hypothesis.
Thus she pointed out 158 that in the Hebrew original of the New Testa
ment and in its Aramaic translation the words kan e and kene respectively,
often joined - the first of them with bosem J 59, the second one with busma,
adjectives meaning 'odoriferous, aromatic' - are to be repeatedly found. She
stated also that her studies permi t the assigning to the Hebrew kane bosm
and Aramaic kene busma the meaning 'hemp '. Further evolution of that des
ignation in Benet's view gave later on kanabos lkanbos , encountered in the
Mishna l60 . The striking similarity of that appellative to the term cannabis,
she considered as Scythian, led her to attribute it a "pan-Semitic" origin 161 .
Finally, she suggested that the Scythians could obtain it from the Mitannians
("Mitaines,,)162 with whom, she wrote, they had been probably related and
who could easily have borrowed it from the neighbouring Semites. But she
allowed too a posibility that these latter could spread this apppellative dur
ing their migrations through Asia Minor.
In the next, more comprehensive study (1 936) 163, after reporting the bo
tanical traits and geographical distribution of diverse hemp forms , the
greater part of it Benet devoted to the detailed description of the multifari
ous role that plant played in different cultures. She added there also some
new items to the discussion of the ethnobotanical and palaeolinguistic data
concerning the Near East.
First , she briefly mentioned 164 some alleged evidence of the acquaint
ance with hemp in Egypt - mainly that adduced by E. Unger - and drew atten
tion to the account ofDiodorus Siculus 165 about the women from the Thebes,
said to know the secret of preparing a psychotropic beverage from that plant.
Then, she recalled the assertion of B. Meissner 166 according to whom since
the 7 th century B.C. hemp was known in Assyria and Babylonia and used
there as perfume and incense . Having that in view, despite the conviction of
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V. Hehn, O. Schrader, G. Buschan 167 and others , she found as not very prob
able the lack of acquaintance with hemp in Palestine. She quoted 168 even
four passages from the Old Testament where in its Hebrew original a plant
named kane or kene (sometimes with an adjective bosemlbosm), usually iden
tified with an odoriferous reed, is briefly mentioned . She gave 169 also sev
eral arguments speaking, in her opinion, in favour of the supposition that in
these contexts these names denoted hemp, though she agreed that the origi
nal meaning of kane was most probably 'reed'. As regards the hemp name
occurring in the Mishna , its second variant was transcribed now by her 170 in
the form kanabus (instead kanabos). One should still remark that Benet en
larged here 171 the set of the Near Eastern names of hemp containing the root
kan , adding to the formerly adduced Assyro-Babylonian term - now cor
rectly given as qunubulqunnabu - also the Chaldean kanbun , and indicated
likewise the Arabic kannab , kunnab , and Persian kanab. Moreover, she indi
cated also two other alleged reference to hemp: one said to occur in an
Assyrian letter of the 9 th to 7 th centuries B .C. (edited by R. F. Harper in
1896), another in an apocryphal text concerning Salomons's testament (men
tioned by G. Sal zberger in his book of 1912).
Further, she inserted a long list 172 ofIndo-European, Finno-Ugrian, Turkic
and Semitic names of hemp, based evidently in a major part on their Th.
Keppen's juxtaposition. She criticized 173, however, that scholar 'S hypoth
esis 174 concerning the prototerm of the whole series of these appellations .
She stated namel y that Keppen's suposition had no historical grounds. Fur
thermore, admitting that the Germans were never neighbours of the Mordvins,
she inclined to explain the great mutual resemblance of hemp names ofboth
these peoples by their derivation from the same source. As to the Slavic des
ignation of that plant, she assumed that most probably it had been borrowed
from the Scythians . As concerns, instead, the ultimate provenance of the
prototerm in question , she repeated 175 all her former arguments , insiting on
its Semitic origin.
In her much later paper (1975) 176 Benet once more strongly opposed those
scholars 177 who claimed that neither for Egypt nor for Palestine acquaint
ance with hemp and its use in the antiquity is attested. Returning further to
the testimonies of the Old Testament, she emphasized 178 that references to
hemp concern it both as an incense and intoxicant. Then , she reported again
the relevant passages, adding still another one and giving some more details
179 Thus, she pointed out that the term kaneh was incorrectly translated as
'sweet cane' (Isaiah 43,24; Jeremiah 6, 20) or ' calamus' (Ezekiel 27 , 19;
Song of Songs 4 , 14), while kaneh bosm as 'sweet calamus' or 'aromatic
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reed' (Exodus 30 , 23)180. Besides, considering the evidence adduced by S.
Klein , according to which the religious duties of the Hebrew compelled them
to bury their dead in the kaneh shirt, she found 181 plausible that this term
also in that context denoted rather hemp than reed. As regards the references
to hemp in the Mishna, side by side with the term kanbos, once more she
indicated 182 its variant, but now in the form kannabus. In her conclusions
she uphold with some corrections the main premises and assumptions on
which she based her former view concerning the provenance of the term
K6.vvafJis which had been attributed, she wrote 183, in the "widely - held
opinion" to the Scythians. In connection with this she stated 184 that this
people from at least the middle of the 2 nd millenium B.C. participated in
trade "alongside with the ancient Semites". Then, she remarked that during
their invasion of Palestine in the 7 th century B .C. many Scythians settled in
the city Bethshan, during the hellenistic period renamed even Scythopolis.
Finally, she assumed 185 that after borrowing in the Near East the word de
noting hemp and some forms of its use, i.e. for ritual and narcotic aims, the
Scythians transmitted them subsequently to the peoples with whom they came
into contact during their raids.
19. M. R a san e n in his article concerning the Volga-Bulgarian lan
guage (1946) referred 186 incidentally to the ultimate origin of the name
Han! (having in mind, it seems, the whole series of related Indo-European
hemp appellations). As regards O. Schrader's attempt to prove here a Finno
Ugrian provenance, he defined it as ineffective and stated that this often
repeated view should be gi ven up at last. In connection with this he indicated
also its similar assessment by O. Ravila. Rasanen expressed likewise his own
opinion according to which the aforesaid word is to be derived from the
Persian kanab. For comparison he indicated first a similar Kirghiz and
Turkmen appellative kanap, denoting flax , and attributed to it the same prov
enance. Further he adduced also some other Altaic as well as Finno-Ugrian
terms, thus e.g. Turkishkendir, Mongoliankenjir, Hungarian kender, Mordvin
kG/it/, Cheremis kine - all denoting hemp, and then Votyak kenem, Zyryan
ken-Ius' - designating hemp-seeds. For comparison, instead, he indicated
among others the Osseticgan 'hemp'. Moreover, (following K. Tallqvist) he
drew attention to the term kunibu, treating it as Sumerian and evidently in
cluding it to the above mentioned series of names. Furthermore, in his later
contribution (1948), explicitly attributing it the meaning ' hemp', he empha
sized 187 that this plant was already known in ancient Mesopotamia.
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20. F. S i a w ski in his paper devoted to the problem of the etymology
of three lexemes in the Polish language (1946), one of them denoting hemp
(i.e. konopie), discussed the question of the provenance of the latter and
some cognate words. First, he juxtaposed 188, however, a few appellations of
that plant in the Turkic languages - one of them being the Chuvash kan-dyr
- with their counterparts in the Cheremis, i.e. kene, kine (he derived from
*kanna, *ken) and the Old Indian, i.e. saf}a as well as with the Ossetic word
san (=== k' -). Then, emphasizing that the corresponding Old Slavic terms are
also related, he transcribed them in the form *kon-op-o II *kon-op-lja and
argued that the same root *kon- is to be found even in the Polish word kqdziel
which orginally had some connotations concerning the yam. Further he re
marked 189 that etymological inquiries tended up to then to prove that the
above mentioned Old Slavic appellatives, Old German hanaf(=== hanajiz)
and Greek lai.vvafJis / KflVvafJos (with Jonian variants KavvafJlOs, KavvafJlo)
derived from an ultimately common Finnic source. He also found many rea
sons to admit such a parallel provenance, inspite of A. Bruckner's supposi
tion that the German term was a loan-word from a Slavic language. In con
nection with this he drew attention to the fact that Germanic tribes, for in
stance the Bastarnae, already in the 5th century A.D. moved very far to the
east, and therefore could have borrowed hemp appellative independently of
the Slavs . He recalled also that, through the soundshifting to be seen in the
Germanic hemp name, it has been settled that this borrowing took place in
the 5 th century B .C. at the latest. Having, instead, in view the account of
Herodotos (IV, 74 - 75) attesting for that century the importance of hemp in
the Scythian culture, contrary to some opinions considered by him as errone
ous , he stated (like H. Hirt)190 that at that time both the Scythians and the
Greeks must have been acquainted with that plant for several centuries al
ready. One may add here, that considering two Old Indian terms for it, i.e.
santi-h and bhang, its "Turko-Tatar" names as well as New Assyrian and
New Babylonian wordsqunubu, qunnabu 'perfume'- that latter in B. Meiss
ner's opinion also concerning hemp - Siawski emphasized 191 its rather wide
distribution in Asia in ancient times.
Siawski adduced 192 likewise some arguments that may support, in his
view, O. Schrader's hypothesis admitting a Finnic provenance of the com
posite hemp designation used by the Iranian peoples. But, he did not exclude
also that transmission of that appellative to other European languages could
happen indirectly through such terms as Armenian kanap', kanep' . As con
cerns Schrader's supposition that the alleged Finnic prototerm for hemp had
a composite structure, in which the second component originally denoted
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'nettle' ,he remarked that a sufficiently clear meaning, i.e. 'hemp' itself, of
the first component could have resulted in the loss of semantic autonomy by
the next one, which became a meaningless suffix. Nevertheless, he pointed
out 193 also Z. Gombocz's distinct view 194 regarding that prototerm, i.e.
*kana-pis as well as the lack of a common appellation for hemp among the
Fino-Ugrian peoples. One should add, that much later on, in his etymologi
cal dictionary of the Polish language (1958 - 1965) he agreed 195 even that
the alleged Finno-Ugrian ("zrodlo ugro-fin.") provenance, formerly admit
ted as ultimate for the proto term in question, has been proved by Gombocz
to be not very probable. Besides, he considered here also as not convincing
the etymological suggestions of 1. Loewenthal and S. Agrell 196 .
21. V. 1. A b a e v in his etymological dictionary of the Ossetic language
(1958) in connection with the terms applied to hemp, i.e . gcen / gcence (thus,
in two main dialects of that language respectively; rendered also : gcen/ gcence)
indicated 19 7 the word kcettag 'linen', as deriving in his view from *kc£n-tag,
in which the first component had to denote 'hemp , flax' , while the second
one 'thread, belt '. From the Ossetic locution gc£nyston jc£u! 'overgrow you
hemp!' he inferred, instead, that in the Old Ossetic it concerned the wild
form of that plant occurring as a weed.
Abaev adduced 198 also for comparison, as cognate words, the names of
hemp in some other languages. Thus, from amongst the Caucasian languages
he considered Georgian k 'anapi, Svanetian kan and Abkhasian a-kona 'hemp'
(as well as Kabardianganii 'skirt'). He listed also several appellatives in the
Indo-European languages, for the Iranian ones mentioning the Persian kanab,
kana, Khwarezmian knb, Sogdian kynp' and Saka kumbii, kanbii 199 Fur
thermore, he emphasized 200 that in the Mari (i.e. Cheremis) language the
hemp names have a simple form kene, kane and recalled O . Schrader's hy
pothesis concerning the provenance of the Greek term K6.vvafJis. Having all
that in view - as well as the testimonies of Herodotos and Hesychios - he
concluded that the prototerm of all these hemp appellations originated in
eastern Europe, and that in the Scythian language also occurred a simple
form, being in his conviction *kana.
22. V. 1. L Y t kin and E. S. G u I y a e v in their etymological dictionary
of the Komi (= Zyryan) language (1970) in the entry concerning the term
kontus' / ken-tus ' (with tus' meaning' grain '), according to them 201 applied
both to hemp and its seeds, juxtaposed it with its variant inthe Yazvinskiy
dialect of the same language, i.e. kontis' as well as with its counterparts in
some other Finnic languages , thus Udmurt (=Votyak) kenem, Mari (=Cheremis)
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kylie and Mordvin (Erza dialect) kanst'. Besides, as the corresponding nu
clear form common for all Permian languages, they suggested the proto term
*kE:n- ' hemp'. Then, they briefly remarked that such type of appellatives
occur also in the Indo-European, Altaic and still other languages. Further
more, they advanced a supposition that the names in question derive, maybe,
from the Mesopotamian languages , and in connection with this they indi
cated as Sumerian term for hemp the word kunibu (admitted usually as an
Akkadian term).

23. G. C I au son in his etymological dictionary of the "Pre-Thirteenth
Century Turkish" (1972) admitted 202 as "unlikely" that hemp has been "in
digenous in the area originally occupied by the Turks" and its Old Turkish
name kendir- according to him deriving perhaps from an original form h !ntir
considered as a probable Indo-European, maybe Tokharian, loan-word. In
this connection one should indicate that several other lexemes functioning in
the medieval Turkic language, he also found 203 as possible (e .g. arpa 'bar
ley') or probable (bere - a measure of lenght) loan-words from Tokharian.
24 . M. M. May rho fer in the third volume (1976) of his etymological
dictionary of the Old Indian language, in the entry concerning the Sanskrit
term sal}a~ mentioned 204 that it denoted Cannabis sativa L. (' a species of
hemp') or Crotalaria juncea L. (i.e. sunn-hemp). Then, he indicated also
some of its derivatives, i.e. Pali and Prakrit saY}a, Hindi san, and occurring
in a Niya text 205 ~Qlnl}a - all meaning' hemp'. Further, as cognate terms he
mentioned Khotan Saka sarizvani, Zoroastrian Pahlavi and New Persian san
also applied to that plant, and added tentatively the Ossetic wordsan 'wine'.
Then, he pointed out several names beginning with velar consonants, i.e.
Khotan Saka kaniha 'hemp', Ossetic Irongren , Ossetic - Digor grenre 'hemp,
flax', Greek KavvajJis, and some others. He seemed likewise to include here
their Dravidian counterparts indicated by him separately, i.e. Tamil cal'}al,
cal}appu and Kanarese sa,!abu , also meaning 'hemp' . As regards the ulti
mate origin of that series of names , deriving in his conviction from a "wan
der-word", he concluded that it should be connected with the Uralic zone
("uralischen Bereich"), having in mind evidently the linguistic affiliation. In
this connection he briefly referred also to O. Schrader ' s and some other schol
ars'views.
25. I. M. S t e b lin - K a men sky in his comparative study on the
cultivated plants' appellations in the Pamir languages (1982), while review
ing the hemp names belonging to the series , he considered 206 as formed
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according to the "centum" rule , first indicated 207 Wakhi kern and Ishkashmi
kom, the terms which, in his opinion, must had been introduced to these
languages "sufficiently early". He emphasized also that these appellatives
have no close analogies among other languages of the Pamir group and in
the Tajiko - Persian dialects. As the nearest phonetic and semantic counter
parts to these terms he pointed out 208 Khotanese (i.e. Khotan Saka) names
ka'!lha, ka'!lha and Ossetic appellatives, i.e. Iron gren and Digor grenre. Be
sides, he recalled that H.W. Bailey for the Khotan Saka kamha 'hemp' and
kU,?lba 'flax' suggested it common prototenn, he reconstructed in two vari
ants , i.e. *kanbiika - and *kanapa -, applied to both these plants . Further, he
listed 209 other cognate appellatives, i.e. Buddhist Sogdian kynp' and
Khwarezmian knb- , Tajik and Persian kanab , kana! among others. As to the
Wakhi kanay 'white cotton home-weaven textile ' , he found it etymologically
nearest to the Ossetic hemp names and was inclined to derive it directly from
the form kan(a) 'hemp, flax', he admitted as an Old Iranian term. As re
gards, instead, Shughni kanab 'hemp' and Sarikoli kandir 'hemp, flax ' , he
considered them as loan-words from the Tajik and Uighur respectively.
Steblin-Kamensky juxtaposed also some names, he defined 210 as
"etymologically identical" wi th the former ones but formed after the "satem"
rule, i.e . Old Indian sa,:ui, Khotan Saka Sa,?lVa, Persian san - all applied to
hemp - and Ossetic sren meaning 'wine'. In connection with them he men
tioned likewise several terms applied in the area in question to some kinds of
cloth , i.e . Wakhi, Ishkashmi, Sanglichi and Yazghulami son, Shughni sun,
Afghan sahn, san, Khowar san and Wershikwar san 211 - all in his view
indirectly deriving from the Indo-Aryan languages . For these latter he ad
duced also the Nepali and Hindi san, being the close phonetic couterparts of
the former designations. As the ultimate source of all these terms he indi
cated the Ancient Indian sa~1{i denoting hemp.
26. K. Red e i in a study on the Indo-European - Uralic linguistic con
tacts (1986), after giving examples of hemp names in some Indo-European,
Finno-Ugrian and Turkic languages , advanced 2t2 his own hypothesis con
cerning their alleged provenance. Thus , indicating for comparison the term
kunibu , which he considered as the Sumerian name of that plant, he sug
gested an ultimate Mesopotamian origin of the prototerm of the whole series
of these appellations, that later on became possibly a "wander-word". In any
case that word reached , according to him, the Iranian languages, and for
their eastern branch he adduced first of all the tentat ive Middle Persian form
*kana, Sogdian kynb ' , Khotan Saka kW1}ha, ka,?lha ' hemp', kU'?lba 'flax '
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and Ossetic grenre, g~n 'hemp, flax' . On the other hand, an Iranian language
(though he did not indicate it) was in his view the source of the European
hemp designations. Then, judging from the whole context, he assumed an
analogical provenance for the hemp designations in the Finnic languages.
However, if for the Mordvin terms he suggested their independent and direct
deri vation from another Iranian language, for the Cheremis names an indi
rect one through the basic language, ancestral also for other akin tongues.
One may add that R€dei also detailed and made precise 21 3 the data con
cerning hemp appellations in the languages of the Finnic-Permian group.
Thus, for the Mordvin language he gave the following variants: kanet, kant,
kanx in the Erza dialect and kanJ, kanij in the Moksha dialect, while for the
Cheremis language he indicated kane as a term in the Kosmodemyansk dia
lect and ka/le in the Urzum and Birsk dialects. Besides, he adduced several
variants of the terms applied to hemp-seeds in two Permian languages . So,
for the Votyak language he mentioned ken em in the Sarapul and Kazan dia
lects, and for the Zyryan language dialects a few composite appellatives with
the first component being either ken or ko·n , evidently denoting hemp. Moreo
ver, for all that plant's appellations in the Permian languages he proposed
*kan as a reconstructed prototerm.
One should still emphasize that for the hemp names in the Turkic lan
guages Redei admitted 214 also the same ultimate provenance, albeit through
a way he did not go into.
27. M. S c h war t z in his study jointly published (1989) with that of D.
S. Flattery, both concerning the problem of the identification of haoma/soma,
included also into his inquiries some hemp names from the area he consid
ered . First, he indicated 215 the Ossetic gren( re) 'hemp' and *kren- 'flax', that
latter to be detected in the word krettiig 'linen'. Then, he expressed the sup
position that the prototype of that appellative "was early disseminated" in
the Caucasus, where in Svanetic it gave kan and in Abkhaz a-kono, but also
independently among the Turkic and Uralic peoples, where such terms like
kendir and kene (that latter in the Cheremis) appeared respectively. He men
tioned also the Sanskrit.sana 'hemp', as the next appellati ve he was inclined
to consider in that series, not excluding that its initial sounds derived from a
palatal k. Besides, regarding both the last names , he pointed out that they
lack labial ConSOnants which follow n in hemp appellations in the Assyrian ,
Middle Persian, Greek, Slavic and Germanic tongues on the one side, and
the East Middle Iranian languages on the other. He adduced also some forms
of the latter ones, thus , Khotanese (i.e. Khotan Saka) kar:zhii - ' hemp ' « ?
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*'kanfii < *kanp/ui) as well as Sogdian *kinba or *kenbii (kynp ') and
Khotanese kumba- «*kanbii) 'flax', evidently based mainly on H. W. Bai

ley's inquiries. 216

*

The second of the great series of appellatives here considered, embracing
mainly some Iranian and Indian terms (set IV), also stimulated unfinished
discussions, which led to great controversies concerning first of all its al
leged prototerm. Besides, discrepancies in opinions pertained likewise to
the semantic value of the particular names in the given period and
ethnogeographical context. Some of these views are presented below.
I. V. He h n in successive editions of his aforementioned compendium
(i.e. from 1870 onwards) suggested 217 the affinity of the New Persian and
Afghan terms for hemp, gi ven by him in the form beng and bang (adding
later 2t8 the Vedic bhanga ' hemp') as well as of the two Zendic (i.e. Avestan)
words, namely baoha in its meaning "drunkenness" and Bafiga, the name of
the daeva of Drunkenness, wi th the Russian penka, Pol ish pienka and Czech
penek, penka, 'hemp'. Then, having that in view, he assumed that these Slavic
names, like many other words , could had been borrowed from the Scythians
or Sarmatians .
2. O. S c h r a d e r in his lexikon (1901) emphasized 219 that acquaint
ance with hemp and its narcotic properties was very ancient among the Ary
ans, as indicated by a series of terms, thus Sanskrit bhaiigii 'hemp' and 'in
toxicating substance prepared from hemp's seeds', Avestan bai1ha- 'a nar
cotic ', New Persian meng and Afghan bang (but also Arabic beng, he added
later 220) . Further, he found probable that Slavic designations of that plant,
e.g. Polishpienka and Russianpenka (he later gave 221 it in the formpenlka),
had been loan-words. Judging from the whole context of that remark, he
considered them as borrowed from the Aryans.

3. B. L auf e r in his work discussing the Chinese contribution to the
ancient Iranian civilization (1919) indicating 222 Avestan hangha and San
skrit bhariga, admitted that both these terms denoted hemp . Then, character
izing the degree of their mutual similarity (he did not hesitate to call them
"identical"), simultaneously emphasized their dissimilarity to the European
designations of that plant, that have in his view other affinities. As concerns,
instead, Persian bang, denoting for him both henbane and narcotic prepared
from the hemp-seeds, in spite those who traced it to the Avestan bangha
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(bwiha) as a general designations of narcotics , he preferred 223 to derive it
directly from the Sanskrit bhangii .
4. H. S. N Y be r g in his book on the religions of ancient Iran (J 938)
stated 224 that the terms bangha, bagha, occurring in the Avesta, denoted
hemp, and thus the proper name Pouru-bangha, appearing in the Fravasi
yasl (13;124) 225, meant 'having much hemp', while the epithet of Ahura
mazda axvafna abagha from the Videvdiid I=Vendidad I 226 (19;20) 227 
'without trance and without hemp'. As regards the application of hemp Nyberg
indicated some other references in Videvdiid, from one (15; 14) 228 of which
it may be inferred that hemp was used as an abortive, from another (19;41 )229
that it served as a medium to attain ecstasy. Besides, he drew attention 230 to
a description of a rite, to be found in a work coming from the time of the
decline of the Sassanian dynasty, i.e. the Ardii Vzraz Niimak. According to
the story here related one of the desturs , named Arda Viraf (=Arda Viraz)231 ,
received from other priests the wine and 'Vistaspian hemp' (i.e. an extract of
hemp) and after drinking it fell into an ecs tatic sleep during which he visited
Heaven and Hell.
Much later on Nyberg in his manual of Pahlavi (1974) to the Avestan
bagha -Ibang ha- assigned 232 a general mean ing ' an aborti ve'. He remarked
there, however, that he maintains his former interpretation, seeing in this
narcotic some sort of hemp, i.e. hashish. In his opinion the above mentioned
term was rendered in Pahlavi by mango
5. W. B. Hen n i n g in his study on Zoroaster (i.e. Zaratushtra) (1951)
critically assessed 233 the attempts (that of H . S. Nyberg first of all) to con
sider the term bagha appearing in the Avesta as corresponding to the mang
in Pahlavi and bang in Persian, and denoting hemp. He indicated also that
bagha is repeatedly mentioned in the Avesta with dislike and even prohib
ited as a drug "producing miscarriage" . He disapproved 234, therefore, the
translation of the name Pouru.bangha, occurring in the Fravasi-yast
/=Farvardfn Yast/ (13; 124) as meaning 'he who possesses much hemp' as
well as of the Ahura-mazda epithet axvafna abagha from Videvdiid
/=Vendidad/ (19;20) as 'without trance, without hemp'. Further, he even
wroten:> that to tran slate the latter, "as is usually done, as 'without sleep,
without baDha' -whether hemp or henbane - makes it appear a little incon
gruous". He emphasized, instead, that in better agreement with phonological
rules would be its translation 'not subject to sleep, not liable to perish'. In
connection with this he pointed out also that bagha may correspond to San
skrit dhvamsa (recte: dhvarftsa), meaning just 'perishing'.
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Besides, Henning attempted to prove 236 that two words in Persian tran
scribed bang, thus phonetically convergent , had a different origin and mean
ing. One of these terms, being indigeneous, according to him always before
the 12th century denoted henbane and in that meaning was also used later on.
Another one, deriving from the Indian bhang a, after the Muslim conquest in
India in the 11th century began, in his opinion, to be used as a designation of
Indian hemp. As concerns the word mang Henning discussed two cases of its
occurrence in Pahlavi literature. Thus , he indicated first 237 the Bundahisn,
the work of the 9 th century, where it is said 238 that Ahura-mazda gave a
potion of so named drug to the Primordial Bull "to kill him painlessly". Then ,
he mentioned the book (he meant here Ardii Vi'riiz Niimak), he considered
239 to be "a late product of the post-Sassanian times", in which we read that
the saint Arda Viraf (i.e. correctly Arda Vlraz) received a beverage in which
wine was mixed withmang. As regards that last substance he concluded (con
trary to H. S. Nyberg) that "whatever it was", it did not denote hemp, but a
deadly poison. Finally, he remarked 240 that this term was also applied more
specifically to henbane, but simultaneously stated that "correct words " for
hemp and henbane, both in Pahlavi and Classical Persian were siihdiinakl
siihdiine.

6. M. Eli a d e in his study on shamanism (1951), after stating 241 that
shamanistic ecstasy attained through the hemp-smoke was known in ancient
Iran, indicated two expressions occurring in the Avesta in which, according
to him, that plant called bangha, bagha appears. One of them is the proper
name Pouru-bangha from the Fravasi-yast (13;124), he translated as
"possesseur de beacoup de chanvre", another an epithet of Ahura -mazda
from the Videvdiid (19;20), he rendered as "sans transe et sans chanvre" (he
meant here axvafna abagha, though he did not quote it). Then, commenting
on 242 the story narrated in the Ardii Vi'riiz Niimak 243 in which it is said that
Arda Viraf (i.e. Arda Vlraz) after drinking the wine and the "narcotique de
Vichtaspe" fell into a sleep lasting seven days and seven nights, Eliade re
marked that it resembled rather a shamanistic trance. Besides, judging from
the whole context of his comment, he also identified that narcotic with hemp
which, one should add, was named here mango Eliade (continuing B.
Munkacsi's hypothesis) stated 244 likewise that the Iranian term bangha
'hemp' has been adapted by some "Ugric" (he meant here Finno-Ugrian)
languages, where it began to designate the typical shamanistic mushroom.
Thus, undergoing some changes it gave, according to him, VogulpCinkh mean
ing 'mushroom' (Agaricus muscarius) 245 and in its northern dialect also
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'drunkenness ', while in Mordvin panga, pango and in Cheremis pongo - all
meaning 'mushroom ' . Finally, he concluded that the importance and tech
nics of shamanistic intoxication among these peoples was of Iranian origin.
7. G. Wid eng r en in his paper devoted to the studies of the Iranian
religions (1955) assumed 246 that intoxication with hemp in shamanistic rituals
in ancient Iran had most probably great importance, which is attested to by
the very wide spread of the term bangha, according to him just denoting that
plant. Thus, he emphasized its repeated occurrence in the Avesta, inserted
there for instance in the name Pouru-bangha (i.e. in Fravasi-yasl, 13; 124),
that in his view had to mean ' possessing many hemps'. Furthermore, he as
signed the meaning 'hemp' to the Middle Persian bang/mang as well. He
indicated also the appearance of that last variant in a Pahlavi work (i.e.Ardii
Viriiz Namak) to which he alluded while reporting that its hero Ardai Viraz
(= Arda Viraz), aiming to fall into a trance, drunk a beverage, designated as
"Vishtaspian", composed of hemp (mang) and wine.
8. M. M. May rho fer in the second volume (1963) of his etymological
dictionary, in the entry concerning the Sanskrit term for hemp juxtaposed 247
its two variants, i.e. bhwiga (given in the form bhangah), attested in the
Atharva Veda and Susruta Sal11hitii, and bhangii from 'the Sarngadhara
Sarnhita (denoting also an intoxicating beverage prepared from that plant)
with their closest counterparts, i.e. Pali bhanga and Prakrit bhwigii as well
as with Hindi bhag. Then, considering that appellative as a possibly very old
"culture-word", emphasized that it should be compared first of all with the
Avestan bal)ha, bangha, according to him applied to a plant (he did not
specify) giving a narcotic and used for abortion, but also with the Pahlavi
bang/mang, in his view denoting likewise a narcotic, while in the New Per
sian applied to henbane, and the first of them to Indian hemp as well. He
stated, however, that the mutual relashionship of these words has not been
finally settled.
Independently on that problem Mayrhofer indicated 248 another one, i.e .
the question whether the aforementioned names of hemp had any connection
through a metathesis with the widely spread appellatives to which belonged
among others the Greek K,6.vvafJis. Having that in view, with a great provi
sion he suggested even tentatively the following relation between the alleged
prototerms of both series of names: *banklg- : *kanp/b (??). Besides, he
signalled here also for comparison the Sanskrit term sanah (I) .

. .
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9. W. Bel a r d i in his comments (1979) to the first two chapters of the
Ardii Vfriiz Niimak (the title rendered by him as: Arliii Vfriiz Niimak 249) the
word mango appearing there repeatedly and denoting a beverage (designated
also as "Vishtaspian") given to the priest VIraz, translated 250 only as 'nar
cotic' without specification. He admitted also (contrary to W. B . Henning)
that the original version and essential part of that work, excluding its later
additions, was pre-Sassanian 251. Thus, he consistently stated that the cus
tom mentioned in it "is certainly pre-Sasanian", and adducing several argu
ments, admitted (in oposition to W. B. Henning) the harmlessness of that
drink 252. Instead, for the Avestan bagha/bangha, with which according to
Belardi 253 (also contary to W. B. Henning) the Middle Persian bang/mang
'henbane' (giusqiamo) is etymologically related, he also did not seem to ex
clude the same meaning . Besides, he even stated 254: "We have to cross out
' hemp' from the vocabulary of old and middle western Iranian".
Then, looking for 255 the etymology of the Old Iranian banga-, Belardi
considered as the prototerm of the Middle Persian bang/mang, though he
rejected W. B. Henning 's suggestion to relate it with the Sanskrit dhvarhsa
'perishing, etc.', he found his proposition stimulating another solution. Con
sidering namely that Iranian b- could aris'e from the Indo-Iranian dhv- and
indicating that Middle Persian bang was "certainly a Solanacea", compared
that term with the Sanskrit dhviihksl, a lexical form of the word entering as
the first component into the name of two other plants, i.e. Ardisia solanacea
and Solanum indicum 256. Having all that in view, he concluded that "one
can postulate an ancient Indian form *dhvanga- which perfectly accounts
for Iran. banga- ".
As regards the New Persian bang, identifying 257 it with "Cannabis sativa
subspecies indica", and designating it as "intoxicating drink made from its
leaves", he inclined (like W. B. Henning) to connect it with the similarly
sounding Indian appellatives, the oldest of those attested being bhang a 'hemp'
from the Atharva Veda. As regards the Sanskrit bhangii 'hemp' he admitted
258 its connection with bhaiij 'to break, split, arrest, suspend, frustrate' as
"quite thinkable at least at a level of popular etymology, for also the Soma is
called bhang a «breaking, bursting»".
10. I. M. S t e b I i n- K arne n sky in his study on the cultigens '
appellations in the Pamir languages (1982) indicated first 259 that the name
bang, applied to the species Cannabis sativa L. , occurs in the Wakhi ,
Ishkashmi, Shugni, Roshani, Yazghulami and Sarikoli languages, while ap
plied to the Indian hemp, i.e. Cannabis indica Lam. in the Tajik, Uzbek ,
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Afghan and Persian languages , in two lauer used likewise for henbane, i.e .
Hyoscyamus L. He also mentioned other variants of that name , thus Kashmiri
banga , Khawar bon, Werchikwar bog, Burushaski (i.e. from the Hunza re
gion) biig as well as Persian mang, that last denoting especially one variety
of Indian hemp.
Steblin-Kamensky agreed 260 also that the term in question is an ancient
"culture-word", attested already in the Avesta, where in the form bagha
(Videvdiid 15; 14) it designates an abortive plant, while in the name
Pouru .bangha (Farvardin Yast, i.e. Fravasi- yast 13;124) it denotes a culti
vated hemp. He expres sed 261 also his conviction that Avestan ba!Jha could
be applied both to hemp- and henbane-narcotics.
Further, he pointed out 262 that in the Iranian languages bang as a name of
narcotics has connotations with several other words, thus in Badakhshan
Tajik and in Wakhi (he used the term: Vakhanskiy) with bangas(t) 'crack'
and in Persian with mang ' crazy', being only two examples of several other
ones he add uced 263.
Steblin-Kamensky concluded 264 finally that M. M. Mayrhofer ' s juxtapo
sition on Indo-Iranian *banklg-: *kanp/b- supports the inclusion of bang
'hemp' to the category of the ideophones. In connection with this he indi
cated 265 also the analogical, in his conviction, relation between the Persian
san 'hemp's fibre' and Tajik nasa 'anasha' (i .e. hemp- or henbane-narcotic) .
11. D. S. F I a t t e r y and M. S c h war t z have devoted two very detailed
complementary studies, jointly published (1989) 266, to the controversial
problem of the botanical identifications of the plants , the extracts of which
were used by the ancient Western Iranians and Indo-Aryans in their sacred
rituals and respectively denoted by the terms haoma and soma . Furthermore,
both these authors considered also other psychoacti ve substances of the
vegetal origin applied by Western Iranians for diverse aims, and in this con
nection examined likewise the alleged meanings of the appellatives bang
and mang occurring in Pahlavi and New Persian literature.
Thus, F I at t e r y in discussing some references to mang in the Pahlavi
texts , drew first attention 267 to the Ardii Vfriiz Ntimak (transcribed by him:
Arda Wfrtiz Ntimag) , he supposed it to have been composed so mewhat be
fore the establishment of the Sassanian dynasty in the 3 rd century A. D., but
which an extant version is not older than the 9 th century A.D. Quoting 268
from it the passages (from chapters I and II) in which there is mention that
mang was given to the priest Viraz (Wlraz), Flattery assumed 269 (in opposi
tion to W. B. Henning) th at the sense of that word was "primarily pharma
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ceutical, not botanical", and that it denoted rather an unspecified intoxicat
ing, though not lethal, extract, being a "psychoactive drug". However, he
gave also some arguments 27 0 from which one may infer that he inclined to
see in that drug sauma (=haoma), thus according to him the harmel (=wild
rue), i.e. Peganum harmala L. (family: Zyg ophyllaceae). Besides, he em
phasized 271 that in the above mentioned text it was also calJed "mang of
Wishtasp". In connection with this he drew attention 272 to the Denkard, the
work of the 9 th century A. D. (though based , he wrote, on a "lost Avestan
source") in which (Book VII , 4; 84) it is said that the ruler Kay Vishtasp was
given a beverage described as "hom und mang" 273 . Then , considering that
hom, corresponded to Avestan haoma , that could designate also a
nonintoxicating drink, he found motivation for the addition of the word mang
as denoting a drug causing special effects, Vishtasp had to experience. Moreo
ver, he remarked 274 that from the fact that bang "being the Pahlavi gloss of
mang" appeared also as a Persian term for henbane in the early Islamic
pharmacognosy, one cannot infer that mang had necessarily the same mean
ing in the Zoroastrian literature.
S c h war t z, starting his inquiries, juxtaposed 275 two groups of phytonyms
forming an Euroasiatic series of "phonologically similar words" denoting
various, even mutually distant species, but all having narcotic properties. To
the larger set of these appellatives he included among others: two words in
the Indoeuropean languages , i.e. Greek rJrpoyyos and Latin fungus 'mush
room', a few words in the Uralic languages, e.g. Mordvinpaggo 'mushroom,
lichen', and Ostyak pagk, Vogul pagx, pogk, designating the fly agaric
(Amanita muscaria (L.: Fr.) Pers.) as well as one term in the Chukotkan
languages, i.e. Chukchi, Koryak and Kamchadal pog 'mushroom'. To the
second group of names in question , representing only the Indo-Iranian lan
guages, he reckoned the Old Indian ("Indic") bhmiga ' hemp ' (and epithet of
Soma), Avestan bagha 'an abortive plant', Middle Persian hang 'henbane'
and New Persian bang 'henbane, hemp'. Then, he very meticulously dis
cussed 276 the meaning and mutal relations of the bulk of these appellatives,
and considered other authors' interpretation of some of them . Thus, accord 
ing to him 277, if we admit that "the source of Sanskrit bhmiga- 'hemp ' also
referred to flax" and originally (as suggested by M. Mayrhofer) had the form
*kambhg-,
*gambha, or a similar one , "a metathesis to bhmiga-", he wrote,
.
.
"could have been motivated by the association of flax (and hemp) with the
beating (Old Indic bhang-) necess ary for the plant fiber to be used " . Further,
he indicated 278 too that bhaitga- 'smashing, breaking through' was used also
(~g Veda 9,16;13) as an epithet of soma . As regards the Avestan bagha
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(Videvdtid 15; 14), in his opinion 279, it was not a botanical term and, while
meaning 'descructive, abortive', it might had concerned any plant liquidating a
foetus.
Passing on to the Middle and New Persian bang/mang, usually translated
as 'henbane', Schwartz advanced 280 some arguments in favour of greater
antiquity of that last variant. He inclined 281 also to derive it from a recon
structed form *mangd 'psychotropic substance', that could have likewise a
more restricted sense, i.e. 'henbane, datura 282, harmel'. Besides, he found a
possibility that its alleged Proto-Indo-European etymon was *meng 'to cre
ate attractive ill usion, to charm, etc.'. In connection wi th this he drew atten
tion to the Old Indianmaiiju-, maiijula- 'attractive'; Greek,wiyyavov ' means
of charming, bewitching, etc.'; Persian and Sogdian mang, Ossetic mreng
and Middle Irish meng- all meaning 'deceit, trickery'. He assumed, there
fore, that "Iranian inherited two homophonous words, *manga- 'deceit, trick
ery' and *manga- (or *manga) *'magic potion, hallucinogen"'.
Schwartz criticized 283, instead, for diverse reasons W. Belardi's attempt
to reconstruct the form *dhvanga- as the Proto-Indo-Iranian term for the
Solanaceae, and to derive from it both the Iranian bagha and banglmang as
alleged designation of henbane, and a few Indian appellatives, having
dhvank~a- as the first component and denoting some medicinal plants 284.
As a final conclusion Schwartz stated 285 that "it is a coincidence that
Ostyak pagk 'intoxicating mushroom', Old Indic bhanga-, Avestan bagha-,
characterisation of abortive plant (,destructive'), and Middle Persian bang
'henbane' are similar in form".
12. T. Mar s z e w ski in his contri bution concerning some useful
plant's names in Southeast Asia, Oceania and Latin America (1995) drew 286
among others attention to the terms applied for hemp by some Hmong (branch
of the Miao) tribes. Thus, for the northern Vietnam he gave examples of two
such names, i.e. mang, attested for the region of Yen-bay on the middle course
of the Song Chay ri ver, and ma- for the region of Lai Chau, near the fron
tier with Laos. Then, for the adjacent south-western China he pointed out
that the term ma has been also registered in the border land of Yunnan,
Guizhou and Sichuan. Further, looking for comparative data among other
Asiatic peoples, the closest counterparts for the first of these appellations he
found in the Pahlavi mang, having the same meaning, as well as, basing on
the decipherment by some iranologists, in the Bactrian word mango 287. Try
ing to explain that striking similitude, occurring between the hemp names of
so geographically distant peoples, he recalled that most likely the Proto
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Miao once lived somewhere in Central Asia, as indicated by several traits of
their culture. He found, therefore, very much probable that one group of
them borrowed the term for that plant from a neighbouring eastern Indo
European people, possibly one of the northern groups of the Sakas or
Tokharians. He stated 288 also that he does not see so far a reason to connect
etymologically the term mang, used by a Hmong group from Vietnam, with
very similar Southeast Asiatic appellations of some gramineous plants. In
stead, having in view the fact that hemp's names current among some other
groups of Hmong - both in northern Vietnam and in China - are "practically
identical" with the Chinese term for that plant, he concluded 289 that "this is
to be explained by a borrowing, but in which direction to be answered con
clusively by sinologists". Furthermore, he emphasized that "the ancient seats
of the ancestors of the Miao- Yao and Chinese as well as of the East Iranians
and Tocharians" lay most probably within the area of wild hemps' distribu
tion, stretching "from the Lower Volga basin up to northern China and from
western Siberia up to the Hindukush - Himalayan zone".

*
Addi tionally still another, much shorter, series of appellati ves, embracing
a few Indian hemp names (Set II) and their Southeast Asiatic derivatives
have been sometimes also briefly mentioned or discussed. Though phoneti
cally their first morphemes resemble very much some names of the first se
ries discussed above, not a single proposition by a linguist to relate these
two sets of appellatives is so far known to the present author. Some refer
ences concerning the names in question are presented below.
1. A. de Can doll e in his first phytogeographical comprehensive work
(1855) pointed out 290 that as far as India is concerned hemp began to be
cultivated there, particularly in northern provinces, in ancient times. He
mentioned there also (following W. Roxburgh 291) its Sanskrit names banga
and ganjika (or in H.Piddington's transcription: bhang a and gunjika) as well
as its later Bengali name ganga. Besides, also in these appellatives he indi
cated the occurrence of an, ang, which he considered to be the root common
to all Asiatic and European hemp names.
2. G. A. G r i e r son in the paper discussing the references to hemp in
Sanskrit and Hindi literature (1894), side by side with the three main San
skrit names of that plant (i.e. bhariga, lndrasana, vijaya/jaya) mentioned 292
also another one: gaiija. He wrote, however, that he has not traced "in that
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literature any difference between the uses of the word gaiijd and of the word
bhanga". Thus, he pointed out 293 for instance that in the Bhdvaprakdsa, a
medical work written by Bhiivadevamisra about the year A. D. 1600 gaiija
appears there as one of the designations of bhanga, a medium used for di
gestion , infatuation and intoxication among others. Besides, he drew atten
tion 294 to the folk-songs, in which both gaiija and bhang are mentioned as
an invariable beverage drunk by the heroes "before performing any great
feat". Nevertheless, in another place of the same paper he remarked that
"modern kavirdjas" told him that each of these terms denotes another plant.
As the earliest known to him occurrence of the word gaiijd he indicated
295 that which is to be found in the Rajanighal}!u 296 of Narahari Pa~~ita,
dated at about A. D. 1300. But, it should be noted that not a single etymol
ogy of that word has been proposed by Grierson.
3. G. Bus c han in his work concerning the useful plants of the Old
Word in the light of prehistoric findings (1895) was inclined 297 to locate the
homeland of hemp in northern and central Asia ("Der Hanf ist vielmehr ein
Gewachs des centralen und nordlichen Asien"), and from that last area the
plant spread, in his view, into Europe. Nevertheless, considering the accounts
of travellers about the wild forms of hemp, he did not exclude that its early
habitat embraced also the southern part of Russia 298. Besides, inspite the
opinion of some scholars he did not accept 299 the alleged proofs of ac
quaintance with hemp in ancient Egypt and emphasized that nowhere in He
brew texts (he meant here the ancient ones) is there any reference to it. In
stead, following A. de Candolle, he drew attention to its very early occur
rence in India and China, for that latter pointing out as well a reference to
hemp in the Shu Ching 300.
As regards the names of hemp, he stated 30 I that Sanskrit terms banga and
gangika were both the source of its other Indo-German (i.e. Indo-European)
as well as Semitic appellations, and (evidently following A. de Candolle) he
gave some examples of them, i.e. Bengali ganga, Hindustani and Persian
bong, Arabiccannab, Celtickanas, and some others. Moreover, he advanced
the supposition that all these appellatives could derive from a common
prototerm (he even wrote: "gemeinsamen Wurzel"), being, perhaps, kanna
or ken 302.

4. M. M. May rho fer in the first volume (1956) of hi s etymological
dictionary of the Old Indian language mentioned 303 the Sanskrit term gaiija
' hemp' , its Prakrit version gaiija and Gujarati form gJjo. Then, he indicated
as possibly cognate the Sanskrit morpheme/word griija- , to which he attrib
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uted the function of designating "eine bestimmte Pflanze", and pointed out
304 its appearance in two forms of an appellative, i.e. griijana~ 'a kind of
garlic' and (following H. H. Wilson) 305 griijana- meaning also ' the tops of
hemp'. In his laconical comment Mayrhofer expressed, however, his convic
tion that this putative affinity is questionable ("Fraglich").
5. R. L. T urn e r in his comparative dictionary of the Indo-Aryan lan
guages (1966) in the entry 306 headed by the Sanskrit term gaiija 'hemp'
gave it a still closer meaning adding "from which an intoxicating drink was
made". He enlarged also the set of its derivatives in other Indian languages.
So, side by side with the Prakrit form gan'7}a, he mentioned also Punjabi gaja
'hemp for smoking', Marathi giija 'dried hemp', Maithili giija, Oriya galija
'hemp plant', and some other terms. Besides, he juxtaposed the above men
tioned Sanskrit appellative with two other Sanskrit words, i.e. griija- 'name
of a plant' (one should add: entering into some plants' appellatives), appear
ing in the work Susruta - SQ/l1hita 307 as well as griijana-, denoting either 'a
kind of onion or garlic,308 in the Manava Dharm'asiistra 309 or (after H. H.
Wilson) 'tops of hemp chewed to produce inebriation' 310.
Furthermore, pointing out 311 also (following R. Campbell Thompson)
the word gan.zi as the Sumerian term, applied maybe to hemp, Turner sug
gested, it seems, its affinity with the Sanskrit gaiijii.
6. M. A. Mar tin in her paper concerning some aspects of hemp use in
Southeast Asia (1975) juxtaposed 312 a few terms denoting that plant in some
of the main languages of that area. As concerns the Thai kancha, kanhcha ,
Laotian kan xa and Cambodian (i.e. Khmer) kiinhcha she considered them
as the old widespread appellatives , deriving directly from the Sanskritganja
(she wrote also guiija) . For the Vietnamese, instead, she adduced two terms:
the recent din-xa 313, for which she admitted the same affiliation, and the
older one gai ando .
As regards the time of hemp apperance in Southeast Asia, though Martin
hesitated 314 between two possibilities as to its introduction, i.e. either by
the Arabs in the 13th - 14th centuries or by the Spaniards and Portuguese in
the 16th century, she wrote al so that for "the inhabitants, it would be the
Indians who brought in that plant".

*

In the next part (or parts) of this work first some other hypotheses con
cerning hemp names, the basic botanical data arid the ethnohistorical back
ground will be presented, and afterwards the main controversies concerning
the subject of that study will be discussed.
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NOTES
I When the meanings or transcriptions admitted by particular authors for
the names here ju xtaposed differed to each other, they have been considered
separately.
2 H. W. B a i ley, Di ctionary of Khotan Saka (compiled by...... ), Cam
bridge University Press, Cambridge 1979, pp. 51,59,62.
Remark: the Khotan Saka language is sometimes designated as Khotanese .
3 V. I. A b a e v, Istoriko-etimologicheskiy slovar osetinskogo yazyka,
Tom 1: A - K' , Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Institut Yazykoznaniya Moskva Leningrad 1958, p. 513.
4 L. G. G e r c e n b erg. Khotano-sakskiy yazyk, Izdatelstvo "Nauka",
Moskva \965, p. 35
5 W. B. Hen n i n g, The Sogdian Texts of Paris, "Bulletin of the School
of Oriental and African Studies", University of London, 1114 (1946). p. 724
(No. 1019).
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Henning wrote here: "kynp', M. Benveniste tentatively 'hemp'''; see also:
p.713.
6 A b a e v, op. cit., p. 513.
7 Henning, op. cit., p. 724 (No. ]019); idem, Khwarezmian language [in:)
Z. V Tog an 'a Annagan, Istanbul 1956, p. 435; cf. B a i ley, op. cit., p. 62.
8 B. G h a rib, Sogdian Dictionary. Sogdian - Persian - English, (Editor:
S. Fotouchi, Farhangan Publications), Tehran 1995, p. 203 a (No. 5103).
9 A b a e v, op. cit., p. 513.
10 B a i ley, op. cit., p. 52.
11 I. M. S t e b lin - K arne n sky, Ocherki po istorii leksiki pamirskikh
yazykov. Nazvaniya kul'turnykh rasteniy, Akademiya Nauk SSSR. Ordena
Trudovogo Krasnogo Znameni. Institut Vostokovedeniya, Moskva 1982, p.
64.
12 Ibidem, p. 63.
13 I. I. Z a rub i n, Shugnanskie teksty i slovar, Akademiya Nauk SSSR,
Institut Yazykoznaniya, Moskva - Leningrad 1960, p. 161.
As indicated by I. M. Steblin-Kamensky (op. cit., p. 64) Shugni kanab is
a recent loan-word from the Tajik language.
14 Tatjana Nikolaevna Pac h a lin a, Sarykolsko - russkiy slovar,
Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Institut Yazykoznaniya, Moskva 1971, p. 260.
As indicated by I. M. Steblin-Kamensky (op. cit., p. 64) Sarikoli kandir is
a recent loan-word from the Uighur language.
15 August Jab a, Dictionnaire Kurde - Franr;ais, [Publie par orde de
I' Academie imperiale des Sciences par M. Ferdinand Jus t iJ, St.-Petersbourg
1879.
One should add that besides the hemp name reported by A. Jaba (original
transcription of that surname in Polish: Z a b a) diverse variants of the
appellatives, evidently borrowed from Turkish (or cognate language), are
also attested, e.g. kandfr (added by F. lusti - see: I a b a, op. cit., p. 343 b) or
kundir and kenevir (see: O. Far i z 0 v, Russko - kurdskiy slovar, Moskva
1957, p. 273 b) as well as with the additional term - benk, denoting espe
cially the Indian hemp (ibidem).
16 Bailey, op. cit., pp . 51, 62. Another transcription - see: A b a e v, op.
cit., p. 512
17 R. L. T urn e r, A Comparative Dictionary of the Indo-Aryan Lan
guages, Oxford Uni versity Press, London - New York - Toronto 1966, p.
211 (No. 3964).
18 William R 0 x bur g h, Flora Indica; or Descriptions of Indian Plants
[Reprinted literatim from Carey's Edition of 1832J, Today & Tomorrow's
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Printers & Publishers, New Delhi 5 - Faridabad [without date], p. 718.
Roxburgh added also the scientific term: Cannabis sativa WilJd.
19 T urn e r, op. cit., p. 211 (No. 3964). Turner added also: Cannabis
sativa.
20 R 0 x bur g h, op. cit., p. 718.
21 T urn e r, op. cit., p. 211 (No. 3964).
22 Ibidem.
23 Manfred May rho fe r, KurzgeJafJtes etymologisches Worterbuch des
Altindischen, Band I: A -TH, Carl Winter - U ni versi tats verlag, Heidelberg
1956,p.315.
24 T urn e r, op. cit., p. 211 (No. 3964).
25 Manfred May rho fer KurzgeJafJtes etymologisches Worterbuch des
Altindischen, Band III: Y-H, Nachtrage und Berichtigungen, Carl Winter Universitatsverlag, Heidelberg 1976, p. 292.
26 S t e b lin - K a men sky, op. cit., p. 64.
27 B a i ley, op.cit., p. 52.
28 May rho fer, op. cit., Band III, p. 292 .
Adding before that appellative an abbreviation 'Niya-Dok.' Mayrhofer
informs that this lexeme is attested in a text from Niya. Turner who is giving
(op.cit ., p. 711, No. 12272) that lexeme in the same transcription, i.e. ~arnr:a
explains (op. cit., p. XIV) that the abbreviation 'Ni. Doc.', which is added
before that term concerns the "Language of Kharoshti Inscriptions discov
ered by Sir Aurel Stein in Chinese Turkestan, edited by A. M. Boyer, E. 1.
Rapsan, and E. Separt". One should still remark that Niya, once within the
limits of the ancient kingdom of Kroraina (see: G e r c e n be r g, op. cit., p.
10), lies in southern Kashgaria (i.e. within the present Sinkiang-Uighur prov
ince of China) .
29 D. N. Mac Ken z i e, A Concise Pahlavi Dictionary, Oxford Univer
sity Press, London - New York - Toronto 1990 [First edition 1970] pp.79,
118.
B a i ley (op. cit., p. 52) mentioned that appellative as a "second form"
(i.e. side by side with k'nb) occurring in Zoroastrian Pahlavi.
30 May rho fer, op. cit., Band III, p. 292; see also: S t e b lin - K a 
men sky, op. cit., p. 64.
31 T urn e r, op. cit., p. 711 (No. 12272).
32 May rho fer, op. cit., Band III, p. 292.
Mayrhofer wrote here: "a species of hemp [Cannabis sativa oder Crotolaria
j uncea]".
See also: Sir Monier M 0 n i e r - W i I I i a m s, Sanskrit - English
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Dictionary, New Edition greatly enlarged and improved with the collabora
tion of E. Leu man n [&] C. Cap pel I e r and other scholars, Munshiram
Manoharlal Publishers Pvt Ltd., New Delhi 1994 [Originally published in
1899], p. 1048 b; Arthur Anthony Mac Don ell [&] Arthur Berriedale
K e i t h, Vedic Index of Names and Subjects, Motilal Banarsidass, Delhi Varanasi - Patna 1982 [First Edition 1912], Vol. II, p. 350 (Sana is indicated
here as occurring in Atharva Veda II, 4,5 and in Satapatha Brahmana III,
21,11; VI 6, 1,24; 2,15).
33 Sures Chandra Ban e r j i, Flora and Fauna in Sanskrit Literature,
Naya Prokash, Calcutta 1980, pp. 73, 77 .
In both cases Banerji has given the botanical term, i.e. Crotolariajuncea.
(again incorrectly, instead Crotalaria).
34 T urn e r, op. cit., p. 711 (No. 12276).
Turner wrote: ' Crotolaria of various species'.
35 Ibidem, p . 711 (No. 12272).
36 Ibidem, p. 711 (No. 12272 and No. 12274).
Turner wrote: 'the grain of Eleusine coracana'.
37 R 0 x bur g h, op. cit., p. 545.
38 H. S. Ny be r g, Die Religionen des Alten Iran, "Mitteilungen der
Vorderasiatisch-Aegyptischen Gesellschaft (E. V.)", 43 (1938) [The original
in Swedish appeared in 1937), pp. 177-178; Mircea Eli a d e, Le chamanisme
et les techniques archaiques de l'extase, Paris 1951, pp. 358-359; Wilhelm
E i I e r s, Einige altiranische Etymologie, [in:] "MUnchener Studien lOr
Sprachwissenschaft", Heft 45 (Festgabe fi.ir Karl Hoffmann], 1985, Teil II,
p. 25; cf. Harold W. B a i ley, Plant Names, (in:] The Cambridge History of
fran, Vol. II: The Median and Achaemenian Periods, Cambridge 1985, Ap
pendix I, p. 872.
39 Walter Bel a r d i, The Pahlavi Book of the Righteous Viraz, I, Chap
ters I-ll, Biblioteca di Riserche Linguistiche e Filologiche 10, University
Department of Linguistics and Italo- Iranian CuI tural Centre, Roma 1979 , p.
117.
40 S t e b 1 i n - K a men sky, op. cit., pp. 61-62.
41 Paul H 0 r n, GrundrifJ der neupersiche Etymologie, Strassburg 1893,
p. 53 (No. 232); see also: F. Jus t i, Handbuch der Zendsprache, Leipzig
1864, pp. 209, 346.
42 Christiane Bar tho 10m a e, Altiranisches W6rterbuch , Strassburg
1904, col. 925.
43 David Stophlet F I a t t e r y and Martin S c h war t z, Haoma and
Harmaline. The Botanical Identity of the Indo-Iranian Sacred Hallucinogen
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"Soma" and its Legacy in Religion, Language, and Middle Eastern Folkore,
Uni versity of California Publications , Near Eastern Studies, Vol. 21,
Bearkeley - Los Angeles - London 1989 , Part II , Marti n S c h war t z, p.121
(§197).
44 Andre Mar i c q, Inscription de Surkh-Kotal (Baghlan). La grande
inscription de Kani.5ka et l'eteotokharien, l'ancienne langue de la Bactriane,
"Journal Asiatique" 246/4 (1958), pp. 363, 364.
One should remark that the word in question appearing in that inscription
is written in the form/layyo (op. cit., pp. 352, 363). Since according to Maricq
'Y'Y is to be spelled ng (op. cit., p. 410), the whole appellative may be tran
scribed as mango.
45 Barbara M (( k a r s k a, An Attempt at the Reconstruction of the Bactrian
Language System, " Folia Orientalia", 15 (1974) , p. 155.
46 W. B . Hen n i n g, Zoroaster. Politician or Witch-doctor? [Ratanbai
Katrak Lectures 1949], Oxford University Press, London 1951, pp. 32-34.
As concerns henbane Henning wrote (op. cit., p. 33 , footnote 4) what fol
lows: "There are four kinds of bang = Hyoscyamus , the black, the red , the
white, and the brown. Only the white variety (= Hyoscyamus albus) is used
medicinally. All are highly poisonous, induce torpor, madness, disable, &c."
47 E i I e r s, op. cit., p. 25 (II 329); Geo Wid eng r e n, Stand und
Aufgaben der iranischen Religionsgeschichte, "Numen. International Review
for the History of Religions", 2 (1955), p. 66.
48 Bel a r d i, op.cit., pp. 75,85,89,91,92,116.
49 F I a t t e r y - S c h war t z, op. cit., Part II, pp.127 (§ 217), 128 (§ 220
and footnote 7), 129 (§ 222).
50 Henrik Samuel N y b erg, A Manual of Pahlavi , Part II: Glossary,
Wiesbaden 1974, p. 125.
51 Manfred May rho fer, Kurz.gefafJtes etymologisches W6rterbuch des
Altindischen, Band II: D-M , Heidelberg 1963 , p. 461.
Mayrhofer specified that the terms in question are in Zoroastrian Pahlavi.
52 F I a t t e r y - S c h war t z, op. cit., Part I, David Stophlet F I a t t e r y,
p. 16.
53 H 0 r n, op. cit, p. 53.
54 May rho fer, op. cit., Band II, p. 461.
In connection with these appellations W. B. Henning wrote (op. cit., p.
33): "The Persian word bang, in so far as it means 'Indian hemp', is loan
word from the Indian term bhanga. In Persian - unfortunately - the loan
word collided with an indigenous word bang which also designated a plant,
namely, ' henbane "' .
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E i Ie r s, op. cit., p. 25 (II 329).
S t e b lin - K a men s ky, op. cit., pp. 61, 62 (footnote 39).
57 F I a t t e r y - S c h war t z, op. cit., Part II, p.l27 (§ 2 J 7).
58 S t e b J i n - K a men sky, op. c it., p. 61.
One should add that in the great dictionary of the Afghan lan guage of M.
G. A s I a nov (Afgansko-Russkiy Slovar' (pustu) compiled under the
editors hip of N. A. Dvoryankov, Akademiya Nauk SSSR , Institul Narodov
Azii , In s titut Etnografii im. N. N. Miklukh o-Ma klaya, Izd a telslv o
"S ovets kaya Enciklopediy a", Mos kva 1966, p. 541 a) shiihdiina is given as
the term denoting hemp. Since bang is also attested as the Afgh an hemp
name, the geographical, social or still other range in which both these terms
are used should be sti ll ve rified (suggestion of Dr hab. Jadwi ga Pstrusinska).
59 S t e b lin - K a men sky, op. cit. , p. 61.
60 T urn e r, op. cil., p. 531 (No. 9354).
61 M ac Don e I 1- K e i I h, op. cil., p. 93; see a ls o: Ban e r j i, op. Cil.,
p. 34.
62 B an e r J. I. , op. Cit.,
. p. 34 .
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Ma c Don e I I - K e i t h, op. cit., p. 93.
T urn e r, op. cil., p. 531 (No. 9354).
65 M ay rh o fe r, op. cit., Band II , p. 461.
66 T urn e r, op. Cil., p. 531 (No. 9354).
67 Ibidem., p. 531 (No . 9354).
68 Harold N. M o l den k e and Alma L. Mol den k e, Plants of the
Bible, Waltham, Mass., 1952 [Published by the Chronica Botanica Company],
pp. 39-41, 51,214,215.
One should add here that within some recent change in botanical nomen
clature the family Gramineae was renamed Poaceae, though the first of these
term s still appears in some publi ca tions. Analogical situation is with the term
Papilionaceae (see supra) which was replaced by Fabaceae. As re gards the
term Andropogon aromatic us Roxb. it concerns the species which in some
publications (e.g. Ahmad Par s a, Flore de ['Iran (La Perse), Volume V,
Teheran 1950, pp. 945-946) is menti on ed as Cymbopogon marlin ii (Rox b.)
Wats.
69 See: infra.
70 In some dictionarie s and other publication s one can find also hemp
appellations whi ch ca nn ot be included into th e series here co nsid ered; they
wi II be discussed in the next part of that work .
71 Several publi ca tion s (e. g. some papers of H. W. Bailey; F. Crevatin, K.
63
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TaUqvist and R. C. Thompson) have not been so far available to the present
author.
72 Alph[onsej de Can dol Ie, Geographie bOlanique raisonnee, Paris
Geneve 1855, p. 833 (including the footnote a).
73 Part of the TaLmud written during the Roman occupation of Palestine.
References to hemp appear there in KiL'ajim (V 8 b; IX I b, 7 b). See: Die
M ischna, /. Seder Zarailil. 4. Traktat. K iL' ajim, [Verbolene M ischgattllngen J,
Text, Uberset2.ung LInd Erklarung. Nebst einem textkritischen Anhang von
Dr. Karl A I b r e c h t, Gie~en 1914, pp. 49, 70, 71,73.
74 The name konnab is attested also by Georg D rag end 0 r f f (Die
HeiLpfLanzen der verschiedenen VoLker und Zeiten. l/1re Anwel/dung,
wesellllicl1el/ Bestalldth eile und Geschichte. Ein Handbuch fur Arzte,
Apotheker, Botaniker und Droguisten , Verlag von Ferdinand Enke, Stuttgart
1898, p. 179.
75 fn his work of 1883 (see: note 76) A. de Can doll e reported (p. 118,
footnote 5) also (following the same informator) the variants hon-nab, hell
nab.
76 Alph[onse] de Can doll e, Origine des planles cuLtivees, Paris 1883,
p. 177.

De Candolle's relevant reference lack, however, an exactitude, as he
wrote:" ... dans les plus anciens ouvrages chinois" and " ... dans Ie Shu-king
ecrit 500 ans avant Jesus Christ". Shu-Ching was a compilation of ancient
texts from diverse periods, that has been incorporated into the Confucian
schools' tradition during the life-time of Kung-tsy (Confucius), i.e. between
the end of the 6th and the beginning of the 5th century B. C. (see: Lai
Min g, A History of Chinese Lileralllre, London 1964, p. 36; Robert P.
K ram e r s, The development of the Confucian Schools, [in:] The Cam
bridge History of China, Vol. l: The Ch 'in and Han Empires, 221 B. C. - A.
D. 220, edited by Denis Twitcl1ett and Michael Loewe, Cambridge Univer
sity Press, Cambridge 1986, Chapter 14, pp. 154,705,747,748 , 768.
77 For the reference to hemp in Shu Ching see: Hui-lin L i, An Archeo
Logical and Historical Accourtt of Cannabis in China, "Economic Botany",
28/4 (October - December 1974), pp. 443-444.
78 de Can dolle, Origi'ne ... , p. 118.
79 Victor H e h n, KulturpjZanzen und Hausthiere in ihrem Obergang aus
Asien /lach Griechland und ltalien sowie in das iibrige Europa. Historisch
linguistische SkizzeJl , Zweite umgearbeitete Auflage, Berlin 1874, pp. 166,
167. [The first edition of that work published in 1870 was not available to
the present authorl.
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80 H e h n , op. cit., Sechste Auflage neu herausgegeben von O. S c h r a 
de r mit botanischen Beitragen von A. Eng I e r, Berlin 894, pp. 186, 187.
One should add that since that edition to the Y. Hehn's text (concerning
hemp among others) supplementary contributions by O. S c h r a d e r have
been appended in large additional notes (signed by ** or inserted in brackets
[ ]) -see: infra.
81 He h n, op. cit., Zweite Auflage, pp. 167, 513 (note 48 to p.167); Sechste
Auflage, pp. 187,571 (note 54 to p. 187).
82 August A hi q vis t, Die Kulturworter der Westifinnischen Sprachen.
Ein Beitrag zur der alteren Kulturgeschichte der Finnen [Deutsche,
umgearbeitete Ausgabe], Helsingfors 1875, pp. 43-44.
83 An almost extinct dialect of the Baltic-Finnic group, spoken in the
Ingermanland (a region on the border of Finnland and Estonia) -see: Bjorn
CoIl in d e r, Fenno-Ugric Vocabulary. An Etymological Dictionary of the
Uralic Languages, Stockholm - Uppsala 1955, p. IX. In some publications
(e. g. Peter H aj d d, Linguistic Background of Genetic Relationships, [in:]
Ancient Cultures of the U ralian Peoples [edi ted by Peter H a j d u], Corvina
Press, Budapest 1976, Part I - Linguistics, pp. 13, 41) this dialect is named
Vodian.
84 Several other variants of that appellative in diverse Vogul dialects , i.e .
poniil, panlii, panel, panl~, polna; pulna; etc., have been also registered 
see: Bernat M u n k a c s i, Wogulisches Wdrterbuch , geordnet, bearbeitet
und herausgegeben von Bela K a I man , Akademiai Kiado, Budapest 1986,
p. 453 a.
85 The vernacular ethnonyms of these four peoples are: Udmurt, Komi,
Mansi and Hanti (or Khanti) respectively -see among others: CoIl in d e r,
op . cit., p. IX.
86 The dialect of the Baltic-Finnic group , spoken to the south-west of the
Lake Onega - see: Col lin d e r, op. cit., p. IX.
87 Friedrich K lug e, Etymologisches Worterbuch der deutschen Sprache,
I Lieferung, Strassburg 1882, p. 123.
88 In later editions of his dictionary F. K lug e introduced gradually some
slight corrections to his view. For instance in its fifth improved edition
(Strassburg 1894) he juxtaposed (pp. 154-155) the Greek term with the al
leged Old German form * hanapiz and wrote that the shifting of a consonant
proves that hemp's appellative already two centuries B. C. was assimilated
by the Germans. Instead, in the seventh elarged edition (Strassburg 1910) he
even admitted (p. 193) that it took place many centuries B. C.
89 O. S c h r a de r, Sprachvergleichung und Urges,chi chte. Linguistisch
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historische Beitrage zur Erforschung des indogermanischen Altertums, Jena
1883, p. 363.
90 S c h r a d e r, op. cit., Zweite vollstandig umgearbeitete und betrachtlich
vermehrte Auflage, Jena 1890, p. 426; see also: p. 425 (footnote *).
91 He h n, op. cit., Sechste Auflage, pp. 188, 189.
92 Ibidem, Anmerkungen, p. 533 (note 17 to p. 57).
93 H e h n, op. cit., Sechste Auflage, pp . 188, 189.
94 See: infra.
95 H e h n, op. cit., Sechste Auflage, p. 188.
96 Both these designations are put here in quotation-marks, as they have
been erroneously and inconsistently applied by O. Schrader.
97 See: supra.
98 H e h n, op. cit., Sechste Auflage, p. 188 (O.Schrader's contribution
after : Thomas W rig h t & Richard W ii I c k e r, Anglo-Saxon and Old
Englisch vocabularies, Second edition, London 1884, VoU, p. 198, foot
note 13) .
99 O. S c h r a d e r, Reallexikon der indogermanischen Altertumskunde.
GrundZiige einer Kultur-und Volkergeschichte Europas, Strassburg 1901, p.
331.
100 Ibidem, p. 332.
101 Ibidem, pp. 331, 332.
102 Ibidem, p. 332.
103 S c h r a d e r, op. cit., Zweite vermehrte und umgearbeitete Auflage,
herausgegeben von A. N e h r in g, Erster Band, Berlin und Leipzig, 1917
1923, p. 440.
104 Ibidem, p. 441.
105 Ibidem, p. 441; see also: op. cit., Zweiter Band, Berlin und Leipzig
1929, p. 265.
106 Schrader did not give location of that reference. See: Hesychii
Alexandrini Lexicon. Editionem minorem curavit Mauricius S c h mid t.
Editio altera - Indice glossarum ethnicarum aucta. [Sumptibus Hermanni
Dufftii, Libraria Maukiana], Jenae 1867, col. 1336.
107 See: Scholia in Appollonium Rhodium Vetera recensuit Carolus
Wen del, Bibliothecae Graceae et Latinae Auctarium Weidmannianum
Edendum curavit Otto Reg e n bog e n, V01umen IV, Graefenhainichen
1935, p.197 (B. 946-54 c , 111-12 v.)
108 Th. K e p pen, Dogadka 0 proiskhozdenii bol'shinstva indoevropey
skikh nazvaniy konopli, "Zhurnal' Ministerstva Narodnago Proisveshcheniya"
(S.-Petersburg'), 245 (May 1886), pp. 73 -74.
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109 See: supra, note 73.
110 K e p pen, op. cit., pp. 74-75 .
III That plant belongs to the family Aclepiadaceae. The name of that family
was given by Keppen (op .cit., p. 75, footnote I) in the form Asclepiadeae,
applied formerly by some authors.
112 K e p pen, op. cit., p. 76.
113 Ibidem, p. 79 (footnote I).
See: August F i c k, Vergleichendes Worterbuch der indogermanischen
Sprachen, Dritte umgearbeitete Auflage, Erster Band, G6ttingen 1874, pp.
545,546.
114 K e p pen, op. cit., pp. 79-82 .
115 Ibidem, pp. 84-85.
116 Ibidem, pp. 82-84, 85-86.
117 Vilh[elm] Tho m sen, Berbringer mellem de finske og de baltiske
(litallisk-lettiske) Sprog. En sproghistorisk Undersogelse, " Memoires de
I' Academie Royale de Copenhague", 6 me Serie, Classe des Lettres, Vol I,
No I, K0benhavn 1890, pp . 177-178.
118 See: supra.
119 Wilhelm Tom a s c h e k, Die alten Thraker. Eine ethnologische
Untersllchullg, Unveranderter Nachdruck aus Siztungsberichte der
philosophisch-historische Klasse der Kaiserlichen Akademie del'
Wissenschaften, 130. Band, II. Abhandlung r 1894], Wien 1980, p. 13.
120The term "Litu-Slaven" some scholars applied to the Baltic and Slavic
peoples considered lOgether.
121 H. HiI' t, Gral11l1tatisches und etymologisches, "Beitriige zur Geschichte
der deutschen Sprache und Literatur", XXIII. Band, 1898, pp. 334, 348.
122 Ibidem, p. 343.
123 Ibidem, pp. 319-320.
See: R. M u c h, Deutsche Stammsitze. Ein Beitrag zuraltestell Geschichte
Deutschlands, "Beitriige zur Geschichte der deutschen Sprache und Literatur",
XVII. Band 1893, p. 63.
124 Her 0 dot e, Histoires, Livre IV: Melpomene. Texte etablie et traduit
par Ph.-E. Leg ran d, Troisieme edition, Paris 1960, p. 92 (IV, 74).
125 HiI' t, op . cit., p. 320.
126 Herman H i r t, Die Indogermanen. Ihre Verbreitung, ihre Urheimat
und ihre Kultur, Zweiter Band, Strassburg) 907, Anmerkungen, p. 656 (Note:
S. 280, 4. Han f).
127 Her 0 dot e, Histoires, Livre II: Euterpe. Texte etablie et traduit par
Ph. E. Leg ran d, Paris 1948, p. 125 (II,92).
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A. B r i.i c k n e r, Cywilizacja ij~zyk, Warszawa 190 I, p. 23.
Idem, Siownik etymologiczny j~zyka po/skiego, Krakow 1926, p. 253.
130 Ibidem, p. 252.
131 Johannes H 0 0 p s, WaLdbaume und Kulturpjlanzen im germanischen
Aftertum, Verlag von Karl 1. Tri.ibner, Strassburg 1905, pp. 472-473.
132 See: infra.
133 See: infra.
134 H 0 0 p S, op. cit., p. 472.
13S Ibidem, p. 473.
136 Johanne s H 0 0 p s, ReaLlexikon der Cerl1lallischen ALterumskullde,
Zweiter Band: F-J, Strassburg 1913-1915 , p. 446.
137 Zoltan G 0 In b 0 c z, Die Bulgarisch - Turkischen Lehnwort er in der
Ungarische Sprache [="Mernoires de la Societe Finno-Ougrienne", XXX],
Hel si nki 19 J2, p. 92.
138 Ibid em, pp. 92-93.
139 Zoltan G 0 m b 0 c z, Slavo-turcica [in :] Symholae grammaticae in
hOI/()/"em Joannis RozwadolVski, Volumen II [Apud BibliopoJas Gebethner
& Wolff], Cracovie 1928, pp. 75-76; see also: pp. 530,624.
140 See: supra.
Gombocz quoted here the original edition of that scholar's work: A.
A h J q vis t, De l'estjinskct sprakens K u/tttrord, Helsingfors 1871.
14 J Go m b 0 c z, SLovo-turcica ... , p. 76. He adduced also the variant kyne
(ibidem, pp. 75, 530, 624).
142 See: supra .
14 3 Sigurd A g r ell, Zwei ReilJ-age zur s/al'isrhen Laufg eschichte, "Lunds
Universitets Arsskrift", N. F Adv. I , Band 14 , Nr 32, Lund - Leipzig 1918,
pp. 25-26.
144 Agrell meant here, of course , the similarity in the textile properties of
both plants.
14S A g rei I, op. cit., p. 25 (footnote 2).
146 Ibidem, p. 26.
147 Berthold La u fer , Sino-/ral1ica. Chinese Contributions to the His
tory of Civilization in Anciellt /ran, Field Museum of Natural History, Pub
li catio n 20 I [=Antropologi ca l Series, Vol. XV, No 3], Chicago 1919, p. 294.
14 8 Jan R 0 z wad 0 w ski, DOIl- Tanais et Cimmeriel1s, "Roczn ik
Orjentalistyczny", 2 (1919-1924) , pub!, 1925 , pp. 142-144.
14 9 Ibidem, p. 143.
ISO J. L 0 ewe nth a I, Wirtschajtsgeschichtliche Parerga, "Warter und
Sachen. Zeitschrift fur indogermanische Sprachwissensch aft, Volksforschung
128
129
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und Kulturgeschichte", 9 (1926), p. 181.
151 One should remark here thaI Herodotos attested only lhatthe Scythians,
while enjoying a kind of bath in a odorous smoke obtained by throwing hemp
seeds on heated stones, uttered the yells (see: Her 0 dol e, HiSlOires, Livre
IV .. , p. 92).
152 V. Kip a r sky, Die gemeinslavischen Lehnwiirler aus dem
germanischen, "Annales Academiae Scientiarum Fennicae", Ser. B, Tom
XXXII, 2, 1934, p. 272.
151 Ibidem, p. 273.
154 Sara Ben e I, Le chanvre dans les croyances el les coutumes
populaires, "Sprawozdania z posiedzel1 Towarzystwa Naukowego Warszaw
skiego (Comptes Rendus de Seances de la Societe des Sciences et des Lettres
de Varsovie), Wydzialll nauk historycznych, spotecznych i filozoficznych",
Rok XXVII, 1934, Warszawa 1935, Zeszyt 1-6, pp. 77-S2.
155 It seems that S. Benet has wrongly given here an " Arabic-like" name
of hemp as the Assyro-Babylonian .
156 Ben e t, op. Cil., p. 79.
157 Ibidem, p. 79.
Benet not quite correctly reponed the relevant passage, as Theodor B e n
fey (Griechisches WurzellexicolJ, Zweiter Band, Berlin 1842, pp. 101, 156)
commented anolher variant of that Greek term , i.e. KavvafJos, and first com
paredfJo with !po. (indicating the equivalencefJ=!p) and then with the Sanskrit
suffix bha. As concerns the function attributed by Benfey to this suffix, one
should indicate that M. Monier-Williams Cop. Cil., p. 742 b) as one of the
meanings of blta gave 'resemblance, likeness'.
158 Ben e I, op. cit., p. SO.
159 Cf. Mol den k e - Mol den k e, op. cit., pp. 40, 215.
160 No exact location of both these varian IS of that hemp appellation has
benn indicated by Benet. As regards some references to be found in Kil'ajim,
their location is given supra in the note 73.
161 B e net, op. Cll.
. p. 80 .
162 One should add that this artificial ethnonym , formed from the name of
the ancient state Mitanni , concerns only its ruling class, having certainly an
ethnolinguistic affinity, though not so close, with the Scythians , as it be
longed mosl probably to the Indian branch of the Indo-Iranian stock.
163 Sara Ben e Iowa, KOl1opie w wierzeniach i zwyczajach Ludow)'ch.
Prace Etnologiczne Instytu[U Nauk Anlropologicznych i Etnologicznych
Towarzystwa Naukowego Warszawskiego, 2, Warszawa 1936, pp. 1-49.
164 Ibidem, p. 39
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165 See: D i 0 d 0 r u S 0 f Sic i I y, The Library of History, with an
English Translation by C. H. 0 I d fat her, The Loeb Classical Library,
London 1946, Vol. I, pp. 333, 335 (Book I, 97; 7); see also: pp. 332-333
(footnote 2).
166 See: B. M e iss n e r, Hanf(C. Vorderasien) [in:] Reallexikon der
Vorgeschichte. Unter Mitwirkung zahlreicher Fachgelehrter herausgegeben
von Max E b e r t, Fiinfter Band, Berlin 1926, p. 117.
167 See: supra and infra.
168 Ben e tow a, Konopie ... , pp. 39-40; see also: infra note 180.
169 Ibidem, p. 40.
170 Ibidern , p. 44.
171 Ibidem , p. 41 (Basic text and footnotes 131 and 132).
172 Ibidem, p. 41-42.
173 Ibidem, p. 43.
174 See: supra.
175 Ben e tow a, Konopie :... , pp. 43-44.
176 Sula Ben e t, Early Diffusion and Folk uses of Hemp, [in:] Vera
Rub i n [Editor], Cannabis and C~tllUre, The Hague - Paris 1975, pp. 39-49.
One should notice that in the bibliography appended to that paper in the
reference (op. cit., p. 48) to her preliminary paper on that subject (see: note
154) an erroneous date 1936 (instead of 1935) and the name Sula (instead
Sara) were given - the latter without explanation of that discrepancy.
177 Ben e t, Early Diffusion ... , p. 39 .
Benet considered now also similar views expressed by some other schol
ars - see for instance: Mol den k e - Mol den k e, op. cit. , p. 13 I.
178 Ben e t, Early Difjilsion... , p. 40.
Benet indicated here also still another reference of B. M e iss n e r
(Babylonien und Assyrien, Heidelberg 1925, Zweiter Band, p. 84) concern
ing the use of hemp as an incense in ancient Mesopotamia.
179 Ben e t, Early Diffusion ... , pp . 40-41 , 41(footnote 2).
180 See for instance: Saint Joseph Edition of The New American Bible
Translatedfrol1l (he Original Languages with critical Use of All the Ancient
Sources by Members of the Catholic Biblical Association of America. Spon
sored by Bishop's Committee of the Confraternity of Christiane Doctrine.
With many helps for Bible Reading Catholic Book Publishing Co., New York
1970-1980.
The relevant terms are rendered here as ' sweet cane' (Isaiah 43,24; Jer
emiah 6, 20 -pp. 868, 901), 'fragrant cane' (Exodus 30, 22-23 - p. 89), 'aro
matic cane' (Ezekiel 27,19 - p. 997) or 'calamus' (Song of Songs 4,14 - p.
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746) - thus in any case plants characteristic for their fragrant scent (see:
footnotes on pp. 746, 868) .
lSI Ben e t, Early Diffusion... , pp. 41,49 (after Siegfried K lei n, Tod
und Begrtibnis in Palis/ina, H. Itzkowski, Berlin 1908).
182 Ben e t, Early Diffusion... , p. 41.
183 Ibidem, p. 40.
IS4 Ibidem, p. 41.
185 Ibidem, pp. 39, 42.
186 Martti R a san e n, Der Wolga-holgarische Einfluss im Westen im
Lichte der Wortgeschichte, "Finnisch-Ugrische Forschungen" , 29 (1946), p.
198 (footnote 1).
IS7 Idem, Neuere Forsc/wngen Uber altaisch-slavische Beriihrungen,
"Zeitschrift fUr Slavische PhiJologie" , 2012 (1948), p. 448 (footnote I)
One should here remark that the lexemes transcri bed as kllnllbu or qunnabu
were usually considered as Akkadian. That problem will be discussed in the
next part of that work.
188 Franciszek S I a w ski, Pol. KT«zel, kqdziel, konopie, [in:] Inter
Arma. Zbi6r prac ofiarowanych Prof. Kazimierzowi N itschowi w
siedemdziesiqtq rocznic« urodzin (I 11 1944) przez Przyjaci6i, Koleg6w i
Uczni6w, Biblioteka Studium Siowianskiego U. 1., Seria, Nr I , Krak6w
[1946], p. 89 ; see also: p. 87.
189 Ibidem, p. 90.
190 Ibidem, pp. 90-9\ ; H i r t, Die Indogermanen ... , p. 656 (see: supra
note 126) .
191 S i a w ski, op. cit., p. 91.
192 Ibidem, pp. 91, 92.
193 Ibidem, p. 91 (footnote 2).
194 See: supra.
195 Franciszek S i a w ski, Slownik etymologiczny Jfizyka polskiego, Tom
Il, Krak6w 1958-1965, p. 425.
196 See: supra.
197 A b a e v, op. cit., pp. 512, 513,590-591.
198 Ibidem , p. 5J3; see also: p. 590.
199 One should remark here that in the relevant publications of H. W.
Bailey and L. G. Gercenberg (see: supra, note 2 and 4) these last terms have
been mentioned as denoting flax.
200 A b a e v, op. cit., p. 513.
201 V. 1. L Yt kin - E. S. G u I y a e v, Kratkiy elimoiogicheskiy siovar'komi
yazyka, Izdatelstvo "Nauka", Moskva 1970, p. 141.
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202 Sir Gerard C I au son, An etymological Dictionary of the Pre-Thir
teenth-Cenlury Turkish, At the Clarendon Press, Oxford 1972, p. 729.
203 Ibidem, pp. 198, 355.
204 May I' h 0 fer, op. Cil., Band Ill, p. 292.
205 See: supra note 28.
206 S t e b lin - K arne n sky, op. cit. , p. 64.
207 Ibidem, pp. 63, 127.
208 Ibidem, pp. 63-64.
209lhidem, p. 64, see also p. 127.
210 Ibidem, p. 64.
211 D. L. R. Lori mer (Werchikwar English Vocabulary (With a few
Werchikwer Texts), Instituttet for Sammenlignende Kulturforskning, Series
B:, Skrifter LI, Norwegian Universities Press, Oslo 1962, p. 207 b) has re
ported that s/\n in the Werchikwar designates 'a kind of cotton cloth'.
212 Karoly Red e i, Zu den indogermanisch-uralischen Sprachkontakten,
"VerOffentlichungen der Kommission fiir Linguistik und Kommunikationsfor
schung", Heft 16 (= Osterreichische Akademie del' Wissenschaften. Philoso
phisch-Historische Klasse, Sitzungsberichte, 468 Band), Wien 1986, p. 7 J.
213 Ibidem, pp. 70, 71 ; see also: pp. 89, 90.
214 Ibidem, p.71.
215 F I a tIe r y - S c h war t z, op. cit., p.123 (§206).
216 H. W. B ail e y, (op. cit., pp. 51,52,62) inclined to derive the Khotan
Saka km!!ha 'hemp' from *kanfa <*kana-b(h)a-, while Khotan Saka kumba
and Sogdian kanba 'flax' from *kanaba.
217 H e h n, op. Cil., Zweite Auflage , p. 513 (note 48 to p. 167).
218 He h n, op. Cil, Sechste Autlage, pp. 57 J -572 (note 54 to p. 187).
219 S c h r a d e r, Reallexikun... , Erste Auflage 1901, p. 332.
220 S c h r a d e r, op. cit., Zweite Auflage, Ersler Band, 19 J 7-1923,
p. 441.
221 Ibidem, p. 441.
One should remark that Schrader did not give exact information as con
cerns the time and regions for which that appellative has been attested in
both these languages.
222 La u fer, op. cit., pp. 293-294.
223 Ibidem, p. 582.
224 Ny be r g, Die ReligioJ1en ... , pp. 177- 178.
225 See: The Zmd-Avesta, Part II: The Slrozahs, Yas!s and Nyayis, trans
lated by James 0 arm e s let e r ("The Sacred Book of the East", voI.23),
Motdal Banarsidass, Delhi 1988, p. 179 (XIII, Farvardfn Yas!, XXVII, 124).
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Recent authors mostly use th e proper titl e of that work, i.e. Videvdfid .
See: The Z end-Avesta, Part 1: The Vend/dad, translated by James
Dar m est e t e r ("The Sacred Book of the East", vol. 4), Motilal
Banarsidass, Delhi 1988, p. 209 (Fargard XIX, 20 (67).
In Darmesteter's translation the epithet of Ahuramazda is "never asleep,
never intoxicated".
228 Ny bel' g, Die Religionen... , pp. 178, 341; see also: p. 340.
229 One may quote here the respective passages in the version of Videvdiid,
trans Iated by J. D a I'm est e t e r (see: The Zend-A ve sta, Part I: The Velldldad,
op.cit.) Thus, in the first of them (XV, 14 (43) - p. 175) we read: " ...The old
woman brings her some Banga, or Shaeta, or Gnfma, or Fraspata :1, or some
other drugs that produce miscarriage ... ". In the comment to that reference J.
Darmesteter wrote among others: ,,] Ban g a is ban g or man g, a
narcotic made from hempseed; ... ". In the second passage (XIX, 41(137)
p. 217) we have: " ... that the holy Sraosha may smite down the fiend Kunda:1 ,
who is drunken without drinking". So, the use of hemp is not mentioned
here , and therefore, in the present author's view, it may be, if at all, only
guessed.
2:]0 N Y be r g, Die Religion en ... , p. 290.
231 Ny bel' g emphasized (Ibidem, p. 290) that Arda Viral' was a tradi
tional form of that name which correctly should be given in the form Arda
Viraz.
2:12 Ny be r g, A Manual. .. , p. 125.
23:1 Hen n j n g, Zoroaster. .. , p. 31.
2:14 Ibidel11, pp. 31-32.
235 Ibidem, p. 34.
236 Ibidem, pp. 33-34.
237 Ibidem , p. 32.
238 Cf.: ?ahlavi Text s. Part 1: The Bundahis - Bahman Yast, and Shiiyast
Lii-sluiyast, translated by E. W. We s t ("Sacred Books of the East", vol. V),
Motilal Banarsidass, Delhi 1987.
One should remark that in this version of Bundahisn, in the relevant Chapter
IV (1-4 - pp . 20-21) no mention about Ahura Mazda giving a potion ofmang
to the Primeval Bull is to be found. Instead, in the Appendix to that book
(Selections of Zad-5pararn. Brother of the dastllr of Pars and Kinnan A. D.
881), being the paraphrase of the Bundahi.fn (I-XVII) we read (Part 1, Chap
ter II , 6-7 - pp. 161-162) that AQharmazd gave to the primeval ox a narcotic
called bang. In his comment to that passage E. West wrote (p.162, footnote
2): "This is a misunderstanding of the corresponding phrase in Bund. Ill, 18 .
226
227
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The narcotic here mentioned is usually prepared from the hemp ... "
239 Hen n i n g, Zoroaster, p. 32.
240 Ibidem, p. 34.
In the dictionary of M. G. A s I an 0 v (op. cit.; see: note 58) the name
adduced by Henning is given (p. 541 a) in the form shahdana.
241 Eli a de, op. cit., pp . 358-359.
242 Ibidem , p. 359
243 One should notice that still other transcriptions of that title have been
applied, thus by M. Eliade (op. cif. , p. 359 , footnote I) Arfa Vfraj-NCimak;
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